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QUESTION PRESENTED 

Whether the court erred by finding sufficient evidence that Vincelette 

committed indirect criminal contempt. 

Issue preserved by Vincelette’s motion to dismiss, T 113-14, the 

memorandum in support thereof, A13-A22, the State’s objection, A23-A28, 

Vincelette’s reply to the State’s objection A29-A31, the court’s order denying 

the motion to dismiss, A1-A5, Vincelette’s motion to reconsider and motion for 

judgment notwithstanding the verdict, A37-A38, and the court’s order denying 

that motion. A6* 

                                                           
* Citations to the record are as follows: 

“A” refers to the Appendix to this brief; 

“T” refers to the transcript of trial held on August 29 and December 14, 2017; 
“MVI_004X” refers to video recordings presented as Defense Exhibit A at trial. 
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STATEMENT OF THE CASE 

The State charged David Vincelette with one count of indirect criminal 

contempt alleging he violated a court order in six different ways. A7-A10. 

Vincelette stood trial over two non-consecutive days in 2017. In January 2018, 

the court (Bornstein, J.) found him guilty. In March, the court sentenced 

Vincelette to serve four months in jail with all but eight days already served 

suspended on the conditions of good behavior for two years and participation 

in mental health treatment through the Department of Veterans Affairs. A11-

A12.   
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STATEMENT OF THE FACTS 

Vincelette’s land abuts a nature preserve (the “Tanzi preserve”) owned by 

the Town of Hanover (“The Town”). T 63. During 2015 and 2016, the Town and 

Vincelette were embroiled in a property dispute in Grafton County Superior 

Court. A1. The crux of the issue was the Town’s plan to remove Vincelette’s 

personal property from the Tanzi preserve using a right of way that crosses 

Vincelette’s property. T 26; A1-A2; A39-A40. During this litigation, in November 

2015, Vincelette parked his vehicle in the roadway to block the Town’s access 

to his property contrary to a court order. A39. 

The November incident culminated in the court (McLeod, J.) issuing an 

order in January 2016 requiring Vincelette “to immediately cease interfering 

with the [Town]’s exercise of its rights to remove [Vincelette]’s property from the 

right of way and the [Town]’s property” A39-A40. The court put Vincelette on 

notice that he “risks arrest and criminal prosecution for contempt or on other 

grounds should he threaten the [Town]’s employees or continue to interfere 

with the [Town]’s lawful actions.” A40.  

 In May 2016, the Hanover Public Works Department, accompanied by 

the Grafton County Sheriff’s Office, went to the Tanzi preserve to remove 

Vincelette’s property. T 26, 71. The Town brought a dump truck and several 

other pieces of heavy equipment to assist in the removal of vehicles, boats, 

firewood, and a drill press from municipal land. T 26, 33, 71-73. As this work 

began, Lieutenant Ryan Kelly met Vincelette and showed him the court’s order. 
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T 28-30. Kelly asked Vincelette whether he was “gonna cooperate?” A411. 

Vincelette responded, “yes[,] I’m gonna cooperate . . .” but asked for a moment 

to turn on the recording feature of his phone. A41. Kelly began reading the 

order to Vincelette. Id. Vincelette responded that he objected to the Town’s 

actions, asserting that “the town is only allowed to bring vehicles in here when 

they’re doing maintenance or emerg[encies] . . .” Id.; MVI_0044, 1:30-2:10. 

Vincelette walked away from Kelly and approached Michael Chase, the 

Town Works Department’s Operation Manager. T31, 60, 74. Vincelette was 

upset and argumentative, but not violent. T 31, 74; MVI_0044 2:30. Kelly 

followed Vincelette and again asked if he was going to cooperate. A43. 

Vincelette asked, “cooperate in what way?” Id. The officer explained, “are you 

gonna allow them to remove the property?” Id. Vincelette repsonded that he 

was “not gonna allow these vehicles in here, they can remo[ve]—I have told 

them a million times they can take anything they want to[,] whenever they 

want to . . . [but] they can’t bring vehicles down . . .” Id. 

Vincelette continued to engage Chase, Kelly, and the town workers in 

conversation. T 30, T 74. During these encounters, Vincelette repeated his 

belief that the Town’s use of motorized vehicles on the right of way violated the 

deed. T 33, 76-77, 82-83. Vincelette explained that the relevant deed permits 

the use of vehicles on the right of way only to address an emergency or 

                                                           
1 A video recording of these interactions was introduced at trial, T 35-40. The parties provided 

the court with a transcript of that recording “to be used as an aid,” but the transcript was not 

admitted as a full exhibit. T 92 As the transcript was used by the court and is more easily cited 

than the recording, it is included in the appendix and cited herein. As in the trial court, the 

video recording controls as to any discrepancies. Vincelette has filed a motion to transfer the 
video recordings to this Court and the recording is cited according to the title of the data file, 

MVI_004X, with the relevant time stamp. 
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maintain the road. A44, A51, A55, A60, A62, A63. Vincelette pointed out that 

the removal of his property served neither permitted end and repeatedly 

objected to what he perceived to be the unlawful use of vehicles. T 83; see A62 

(“I’ve told you ten time[s]- no no no no no machinery’s down here unless it 

follows the deed . . .”); A63 (“I’ve told you a hundred times you can come down 

anytime you want [and] take anything you want . . . no equipment, just look at 

the deed.”); A43 (“I have told them a million times they can take anything they 

want to whenever they want to . . . [but] they can’t bring vehicles down”); A44 

(“OK so they’re not taking my stuff up this in illegally [sic] machines, they can 

walk it up piece by piece[.] I have no problem with this . . .”); Id. (“They cannot 

take this material of mine out of here in vehicles illegally . . .”); A51 (“. . . they 

are free to [remove items] anytime they want[,] anything they want . . . [but 

they] can’t have machines to do it . . . it’s in the deed.”); A55 (“I am refusing to 

let you do stuff that is not allowed in the deed . . .”). 

Vincelette explained his belief that the court’s order did not authorize the 

Town to take the property using vehicles, but instead, authorized the Town to 

do so without such vehicles in compliance with the deed. See A60 (“[The court] 

didn’t say they could do it with vehicles.”). He proclaimed his belief that it was 

lawful to obstruct the vehicles, rather than the removal, stating that “the judge 

has ordered me that I can be on this road [and] I can block these vehicles . . . 

[which] is not illegal.” A44. He reiterated that “they cannot take this material of 

mine out of here in vehicles illegally.” Id. 
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During these interactions, Vincelette also repeatedly addressed an 

unrelated issue: his belief that Chase and the Town were involved in a 

conspiracy to illegally dump waste into a nearby waterway. A44-A45. He 

alleged that Chase was a “criminal . . . involved in a criminal conspiracy” to 

violate federal environmental laws. A45. After addressing Chase, Vincelette 

approached a group of Town workers. Vincelette expressed his belief that the 

workers were complicit in polluting the waterway and were “personally liable 

for the fact that asphalt waste is illegally been dumped along the roads . . .” 

A46; MVI_0044 5:30-6:00. He told them not to take any more of his property 

and that they are “not allowed to steal and [they] are not allowed to pollute the 

water.” A46. Vincelette reiterated his belief that the Town was involved in illegal 

dumping of waste. A49. 

As Vincelette was speaking, a truck was backing slowly down the road. 

MVI_0044 9:50. Vincelette approached the driver. MVI_0044 10:20. Kelly 

followed Vincelette as he moved up and down the road and briefly sat on a 

woodpile. MVI_0044 10:20-11:00. Kelly explained to Vincelette that the Town 

was there to remove items on its property in accordance with the court’s order. 

A50. Vincelette again explained they could do so, but not with vehicles. A51 

(“They’re free to [take the stuff] anytime they want anything they want [but] 

they can’t have machines to do it.”). Vincelette became angrier and yelled for 

everyone to get out before walking away and calling the Hanover police chief. 

A53; MVI_0044 16:00. While on the phone with the local police department, 

Vincelette can be heard saying that the trucks have come illegally as “none of 
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these vehicles are allowed to be down here unless it’s an emergency or . . . 

they’re doing maintenance neither of which is happening . . .” A53. Ending the 

call, Vincelette, with Kelly following behind, roamed among the workers and 

their vehicles seeking to speak with them. MVI_0044 22:10-24:30. 

Kelly again read Vincelette the court’s order prohibiting interference and 

its admonition that interfering could result in his prosecution for contempt. 

A56-A57. Vincelette protested, explaining he was not interfering because he 

was 

not stopping them from . . . taking the property[.] I'm 

[stopping] them from having these vehicles down here 
they can come down with a wagon a wheelbarrow they 
can do anything they want they're not allowed to bring 

vehicles down here for this reason . . . I just told you 
[like] I told the last guy who came down here you can 
come down here and take it all you can't do it with 

these machines . . . that's a violation of my deed. 

A57; see A59 (“I’m not interfering . . . I’ve told them straight out what they’re 

doing is illegal.”). Vincelette concluded with a lengthy diatribe about the Town’s 

role in illegal dumping. A58. 

 After a little more than half an hour of conversation, Chase told 

Vincelette, “I am assuming you’re blocking me [and] I’m pulling these guys out  

. . .” A62. He asked one last time whether Vincelette was “gonna allow [him] to 

take any more stuff out . . . with my machinery” Id. Vincelette repeated he 

would not as it was not permitted by the deed. Id. Chase testified that during 

these interactions he formed the “opinion [that] it was not a safe situation 

because of [Vincelette] being around the equipment and my people and the 
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work” and Vincelette’s tumultuous behavior. T 77. The sheriffs and Town 

workers left the property. T35.  
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SUMMARY OF THE ARGUMENT 

The court erred by finding that the State presented sufficient evidence 

that Vincelette intentionally violated the court’s order. The State alleged six 

alternative means by which Vincelette violated the order. As the evidence failed 

to prove the requisite actus reus or mens rea as to all six grounds, this Court 

must reverse. 
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I. THE STATE INTRODUCED INSUFFICIENT EVIDENCE TO CONVICT 
VINCELETTE OF CONTEMPT. 

After the State rested, the defense moved to dismiss the charge arguing 

first orally and then in a written memorandum that the evidence was 

insufficient as a matter of law. T 113; A13-A22. “The elements of criminal 

contempt are the existence of a valid order, a defendant’s knowledge of the 

order, and a defendant’s intentional failure to comply with it.” State v. Nott, 

149 N.H. 280, 282 (2003). The defense asserted that the State failed to meet 

both the mens rea and actus reus requirements of contempt in that it did not 

prove his words or actions violated the court’s order nor did it prove that he 

acted with a purpose to do so. A13-A22. In addition to arguing that his words 

did not violate the order, he asserted that his speech was entitled to 

constitutional protection under the First Amendment. A14-A17. 

The State responded that Vincelette’s words and prior actions evinced a 

purpose to violate the order, A24-A26, and that his speech was not entitled to 

constitutional protection. A26-A27. The defense filed a “Reply” reasserting his 

mens rea defense and rebutting the State’s assertion that his speech was not 

entitled to constitutional protection. A29-A31. The court denied the motion, 

concluding the State proved beyond a reasonable doubt that Vincelette 

purposely violated the court’s order by speech and action, A3, and similarly 

denied Vincelette’s motion to reconsider and motion for judgment 

notwithstanding the verdict. A6, A37-A38. In so doing, the court erred.  

“A challenge to the sufficiency of the evidence raises a claim of legal 

error; therefore, [this Court’s] standard of review is de novo.” State v. Morrill, 
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169 N.H. 709, 718 (2017) (quotation omitted). The Court must decide whether 

the defendant has demonstrated “that no rational trier of fact, viewing all of the 

evidence and all reasonable inferences from it in the light most favorable to the 

State, could have found guilt beyond a reasonable doubt.” State v. Ruiz, 170 

N.H. 553, 565 (2018); see Nottingham v. Cedar Waters, 118 N.H. 282, 286 

(1978) (State must prove elements of contempt beyond a reasonable doubt).  

The State’s information made six distinct factual allegations. A8-A9. The 

State alleged that Vincelette purposely violated an order of which he had notice 

when he “interfered” with Town employees’ removal of property by: (1) yelling at 

them to get out and stop stealing, (2) cursing at and/or insulting them, (3) 

“threatening” them with personal liability, (4) saying they could not use 

vehicles to remove property, (5) saying they were not to remove property, and 

(6) walking in proximity to the Town’s heavy machinery so as to create a 

“dangerous situation.” Id. Five of the six allegations cite Vincelette’s 

statements, while one addresses his physical conduct, to wit “walking.” A9. The 

speech and physical conduct are addressed separately below. 

 

A. There was insufficient evidence that Vincelette’s speech 
violated the order. 

In October 2015, the court issued an order demanding Vincelette 

“immediately cease interfering with the [Town]’s exercise of its rights to remove 

[Vincelette]’s materials from the right of way and the [Town]’s property.” A39. 

While the October order was in place, Vincelette physically blocked the right of 

way with his vehicle. Id. The court found that his “conduct” violated the court’s 
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prohibition on “interfering,” and it issued a superseding order in January 2016. 

Id. The January order required that Vincelette “immediately cease interfering 

with the [Town]’s exercise of its rights to remove [Vincelette]’s property from the 

right of way and the [Town]’s property,” and explained that “criminal 

prosecution for contempt” for violating the order could commence “should he 

threaten the plaintiff’s employees or continue[] to interfere with the [Town]’s 

lawful actions.” A39-A40. The January order governs the current contempt 

prosecution and sets the bounds of contemptuous conduct. 

 

i. Vincelette’s speech did not violate the court’s order. 

The court’s January order informed Vincelette that he would be in 

contempt if he continued to interfere with the Town’s lawful actions or he made 

verbal threats to its employees. The addition of threats to the January order 

suggests the court’s earlier prohibition on interference was not so broad as to 

cover speech. If threatening words and conduct were understood to be included 

within the original prohibition on interference, the court’s added language 

would be superfluous. This interpretation of the court’s order is consistent with 

the court’s effort to prevent “continued” interference, a reference to prior 

physical “conduct,” A39, and the use of language that was narrowly tailored to 

avoid infringing Vincelette’s free speech rights. See State v. Haines, ___ N.H. ___ 

(slip op. at 6) (decided July 18, 2018) (“[T]rue threats” fall outside of the First 

Amendment’s free speech protections). As non-threatening speech is not clearly 
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prohibited by the court’s order barring interference and threats, Vincelette’s 

statements did not violate the order. 

If this Court were to conclude that the order’s prohibition on “interfering” 

included non-threatening words, the State failed to prove that Vincelette’s 

words interfered with the removal of property. Vincelette spoke to the workers 

with law enforcement present. He addressed Chase at length. Although he 

vociferously disputed the legality of taking the property with motorized vehicles, 

his words did not impede the workers from removing property. He told workers 

they were “personally liable” for illegally dumping waste on the roads, but those 

words did not inhibit their work. A46-A47. Had the Town wished, it could have 

removed property despite Vincelette’s complaints. Vincelette’s words did not 

interfere with the removal of property and thus his speech did not violate the 

court’s order. 

If the Court were to conclude that Vincelette’s words were proscribed by 

the order and interfered with Town employees, Vincelette’s speech was 

protected under the First Amendment. Although the First Amendment protects 

speech pertaining to private and public concerns, it affords stronger 

protections to the latter. Snyder v. Phelps, 562 U.S. 443, 452 (2011). Speech 

deals with matters of public concern when it can “be fairly considered as 

relating to any matter of political, social, or other concern to the community,” 

or when “is a subject of legitimate news interest; that is, a subject of general 

interest and of value and concern to the public.” Id. (citations omitted). In 
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deciding whether speech concerns public or private matters, courts look to the 

“content, form, and context” of that speech. Snyder, 562 U.S. at 452. 

The arguably “inappropriate or controversial character of a statement is 

irrelevant to the question whether it deals with a matter of public concern.” 

Rankin v. McPherson, 483 U.S. 378, 387 (1987); see State v. Oliveira, 115 N.H. 

559, 560 (1975) (holding public declarations of “F---k the political pigs” were 

protected speech). Courts have specifically limited prosecutions of unpleasant 

speech directed at public employees. Houston v. Hill, 482 U.S. 451, 465 (1987) 

(noting “we have repeatedly invalidated laws that provide the police with 

unfettered discretion to arrest individuals for words or conduct that annoy or 

offend them.”); State v. E.J.J., 354 P.3d 815 (Wash. 2015) (holding that the 

defendant was exercising his constitutional rights when yelling profanities and 

abusive names at police officers); cf. New York Times Co. v. Sullivan, 376 U.S. 

254, 270 (1964) (citing “the background of a profound national commitment to 

the principle that debate on public issues should be uninhibited, robust, and 

wide-open, and that it may well include vehement, caustic, and sometimes 

unpleasantly sharp attacks on government and public officials.”)  

Vincelette’s speech protested the actions of his municipal government. 

See City of Keene v. Cleaveland, 167 N.H. 731, 739 (2015) (criticizing city 

parking officials is a matter of public concern). Specifically, he focused on the 

legality of the government’s use of trucks on conserved land and its alleged 

pollution of public waterways. Speech that addresses government stewardship 

of public lands presents a public concern. See A33-A36 (local newspaper article 
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discussing the present case); Snyder, 562 U.S. at 453 (“Speech deals with 

matters of public concern when it . . . is a subject of legitimate news interest . . 

.”) (citation omitted).  

The speech took the form of words intended to express ideas and beliefs. 

The context was an encounter with public employees on a public right of way. 

Vincelette video-recorded the interaction to preserve the Town’s actions for 

public review and federal prosecution. A48. The content, context, and forms of 

the speech indicate this speech addressed a public concern and is entitled to 

“special protection” under the First Amendment. Snyder, 562 U.S. at 458. 

 

ii. Vincelette did not have the requisite mens rea when 
making the statements.  

If the Court were to conclude that Vincelette’s speech was proscribed by 

the court’s order, interfered with Town employees, and was not constitutionally 

protected, there was still insufficient evidence that Vincelette intended to 

violate the order through his speech. See Nott, 149 N.H. at 282 (an element of 

contempt is “a defendant's intentional failure to comply . . .”). In the context of 

mens rea, “purposely” and “intentionally” are synonymous. State v. Thomas, 

168 N.H. 589, 601 (2016). Purposely is defined as acting “with respect to a 

material element of an offense when his conscious object is to cause the result 

or engage in the conduct that comprises the element.” RSA 626:2, II(a). 

Whether Vincelette acted purposely is a subjective question and not subject to 

“reasonable person” review. See State v. Reid, 134 N.H. 418, 422 (1991) 

(“knowingly” requires the defendant “subjectively knew” the material element 
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existed). Here, Vincelette did not speak with the subjective purpose of 

interfering with the lawful actions of the Town and thus did not speak with the 

intent of violating the court’s order. 

The court’s order prohibited Vincelette from interfering with the Town’s 

“lawful actions.” A39-A40 (emphasis added). Vincelette conceded that the 

court’s order permitted the lawful removal of his property. He believed, 

however, that the Town’s use of vehicles on the right of way was unlawful 

under his deed. See A63 (“I’ve told you a hundred times you can come down 

anytime you want [and] take anything you want . . . no equipment, just look at 

the deed.”). In support of this position, he professed a detailed understanding 

of the deed’s rules and asserted that he routinely enforced its terms. A60 (“I 

don’t let anybody come drive on [the right of way,] cars buses trucks nothing 

nobody comes down here unless I say so ‘cause it’s my deeded right-of-way.”). 

Vincelette sought to reconcile the court’s order with limitations set forth 

in the deed. He reasoned that the court “didn’t say they could do it with 

vehicles,” id., and thus he concluded the Town was required to act on the 

court’s order and comply with the limitations of the deed; in other words, 

nothing in the order excused the Town from complying with the deed. Thus, in 

Vincelette’s mind, the removal of property would be lawful, but the use of 

vehicles would not. He repeatedly explained his understanding of the court’s 

order to Kelly and Chase, stating that his intent was not to “stop[] them from 

taking the property,” but to stop “them from having these vehicles down here 

[as] that’s a violation of my deed . . .” A57.  He said that he would not object if 
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Town workers wished to lawfully carry things off the property by hand or 

wheelbarrow. A62; A43; A44; A51; A55. Vincelette’s verbal protestation to the 

Town’s removal of his property with the aid of heavy equipment, was not an 

intentional violation of the court’s order as he did not believe he was interfering 

with lawful actions as proscribed in that order.  

Vincelette also repeatedly communicated his belief that Chase and the 

Town illegally dumped “asphalt waste” on a nearby mountain. A44-A47, A52-

A55, A58-A59. He spent at least as much time talking about that as he did 

addressing the removal of his property. Vincelette expressed his displeasure 

with the Town’s actions and attempted to elicit responses in support of a future 

lawsuit. A58 (accusing Chase of “running a criminal enterprise . . . dumping 

poison in the water”); id. (noting that his questioning put Chase “on the verge 

of admitting a federal crime”); A47-A48 (explaining to the workers that they 

have “a responsibility not to do things that are illegal[.] [E]very one of you’s 

gonna be up there testifying did you ever . . . spread asphalt waste on Moose 

Mountain.”). Vincelette’s statements and questions were intended to obtain 

information about this perceived illegality and express his disapproval of it. 

Much of the cursing, insults, and assertions of liability pertained to past 

pollution rather than to the removal of property. A47, A59. These statements 

were not intended to violate the order’s ban on interfering with the removal of 

property, but were intended to investigate what Vincelette believed to be a 

criminal conspiracy. 
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More broadly, Vincelette did not intentionally violate the court’s order as 

he did not believe his non-threatening speech violated the terms of the order. 

Months earlier, Vincelette physically obstructed the road with his car and was 

found in violation of the court’s prohibition on interference. In response, the 

court expanded its earlier order, noting in January that a limited class of 

statements (threats) would also constitute contempt. Here, Vincelette limited 

himself to verbal commentary and eschewed physical interference to avoid 

running afoul of the order. In apparent reference to his understanding of the 

order’s scope, he explained that he was “not blocking you[,] the road’s not 

blocked what’s the problem . . . you’re here to fix the blockage of the road 

aren’t you? This is no blockage of the road . . .” A49. Vincelette’s efforts to limit 

himself to verbal remarks rather than a physical blockade indicate his intent 

not to violate the order. 

 

B. There was insufficient evidence that Vincelette’s physical 
conduct violated the order. 

The State alleged that Vincelette committed contempt by physical 

conduct by “[c]reating a dangerous situation by walking up to and/or behind 

and/or in between heavy machinery brought by Town of Hanover employees.” 

A9. In his motion to dismiss, Vincelette argued that his movements did not 

interfere with the removal of property and did not create a danger. A17-A18. He 

also contended that he lacked the requisite mental state as his stroll through 

the workers and their machinery was not intended to violate the order. A20-
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A21. The court concluded that Vincelette intentionally violated the order by 

walking among the heavy machinery. A4. In so finding, the court erred. 

 

i. Vincelette’s physical conduct did not violate the court’s 

order.  

While the Town and sheriffs were present, Vincelette walked up and 

down the right of way. The sheriff’s officers accompanied Vincelette as he 

walked among the workers and their equipment. At times, Vincelette was on 

the road in front of, behind, or beside various trucks. T 85. At other times, he 

sat on a woodpile at the road’s edge or wandered off to make a phone call. T 86. 

Vincelette gave moving trucks a berth and did not “physically blockade” a 

stationary truck attempting to pull off the property. T 85 Although Chase 

testified he occasionally told Vincelette to move away from a truck, T 81, 

Vincelette did not refuse to do so. Moreover, neither Kelly nor Chase told 

Vincelette that his wanderings endangered himself or others. T 81.  

Neither Chase nor Kelly suggested to Vincelette that his movements or 

proximity to trucks were unsafe. Chase told Vincelette “I am assuming you’re 

blocking me [and] I’m pulling these guys out . . .” A62 (emphasis added). Chase 

had to “assume” Vincelette was blocking him because Vincelette was not 

blocking him. As this statement indicates, Vincelette was not physically 

interfering with the Town’s actions. 
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ii. Vincelette did not have the requisite mens rea when 
walking around the right of way. 

Vincelette walked among the workers and their equipment to engage 

them in dialogue. The purpose of his locomotion was not to interfere with the 

removal of his property, but to speak to people he believed were required to 

answer him pursuant to town-policy. A55. The majority of those efforts were 

intended to ascertain the workers’ roles in polluting the environment. His 

intent was thus not to interfere, but to continue a longstanding investigation 

into an unrelated matter. A47 (“I’m a federal officer . . . doing investigation for 

thirty years on what’s going on in this town . . .”). 

When asked by Kelly whether he was going to stay around while the 

Town was there, he told the police “I’m not blocking you [and] the road’s not 

blocked . . .” A49. This indicated his intent was to remain, but not to physically 

block the road. In the Town’s previous attempt to remove property, Vincelette 

positioned his vehicle as a barrier. In this instance, Vincelette explained that 

he did not intend to block the road and did not do so. If his intent had been to 

physically interfere, he would have used his person or property to create an 

immovable obstruction as he had done in the past. That he did not do so 

indicates he did not intend to interfere. 

Lastly, as discussed above, Vincelette believed that the Town’s actions 

were unlawful. The order only prohibited him from interfering with the Town’s 

lawful actions. Any action he took to interfere with what he perceived as 

unlawful actions was not an intentional violation of the court’s order. Thus, 
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even if he intended to interfere with the Town’s removal of his property by 

walking around, he did not intentionally violate the court’s order. 
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GRAFTON, SS.· 

No. 215�2016--CR-408 

.. State of New Hampshire 

v. 

Dsvid Vincelette .· 

ORDER 

REt�EIVED 

JAN 1 7 :2□ 18 

.. :The· defenclarit··is charged with -·criminal c�ntenipt •of court:· The·:· �mehded

info'irnat)on ass·erts ;that (1) "[aJ valid court order coveting "the defehdi;int exists, to wit;" a 

January 11, Z016 tirder of th� .Grafton County Superior bot:irt in ·Town Of H�hoVer v'. ·cavid .. 

8. Vihcel�ti:e'.: #14�CV-372; (2) that the "defendant has: hoti6e of thaf cfrder, in �hat the

d�ferl"dant was served with that order on May 16, 2016"; (3} :that 6h May 16, 201€i, the.

"defendant committed one or more acts in violation ofth�I o�de�," wtiicii:icts"the al'nehded

lnfo��tion enumerates; and (4) ·"[tJlie defendant acted purposely:•·csfat�;s Mot: �� Amerid

'I! E.) The JaJu�ry 11, 2016 order (hereinafter "the ()rt:/��;,) pr6Vid�s iri relevant pa:rt that 

"the defendant Is Ordered yet again to immediately cease interfering with the [town of 

Hanover's] exercise of its rights fo remove the defendant's properly frorri the right of way 

and the [Town of Hanover's} property.''.· (State's Ex. 1.) 

The Court conducted a bench trial over the course "of tw; days: at Whi�h fh� State.· 

presented testimony from two witnesses, lieutenant Ryan Kelly of the Grafton Counii; 

Sheriff's Department ("Kel!Y") and Michael Chase, the OperaUons·M�nagerforthe Town of 

Hanover's ("Town"). Department of Public Works. Michael Chase·'(''Cliase") testified that 

on May 16, 2016, he and other Town·employees had gorie to the defendant's property on 

CJ. 1;:.;�i:�·; : >_1;·•t"'_:: :· f,;'{J) 
-:·:c··•.....)f 0:/ '" 
U.�: -;)c.,.•�•\-<:�-

\'1'� ....::,�.,·, 
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behalf of the Town in order to remove the defenda:ht's ;r�p��y fi-6m fhe right�df�w�ya�d 

the-iown's·property in accordance with the Order. Kelly testified that he-accompanied 

Towrr employees to the defendant's property in order-to assistthe Town in enforcing the 

circler and to serve a copy of that Order on the defencl�nt. Bbth Kelly and Chase testified 

in -ccirisiderable"defa\il regarding their interactions witii, and obs�rvafiori� of, the defendant 

on May 16, 2016: and regarding the defendant's acts enumerated in paragraphs 3a-3f of 

the amend.iid information. Kelly testified that the defendant· was yelling and cursing at 

him, was loud· _and distracting, and was "very aggressive.» He··afso testified that the 

defendant was ''moving around a lo!" near the Towr/s:heavy· etjufprnerit and wa:s "too 

Close· for safety" at times. Chase also testified that the Town ert1pi6yees were un�ble' to 

ciotriplete· -��moval of the defeiidanf's • property frotn'J1i�>cf owi1\/properfy·· bic�use .the 
. .  _... - .. •·. 

. 

deifi�dant was oecaming in_cre�singiy aggressive a�it :tli'e°Nitbre, .Chase -concriideid that it

•. . �$ Uh;afe t� b6ntintie the-operation, 0J(elry·likewis'i·t�;tirti.'lirtli�t oil May .16, 2016, the 

. defe�d�nt ��s very a�bfy arid i�r�tfonafithat tlie derer'iciiht's..:J�h��ior ·was ���i:i¾rating,"· 

. ;anc(th�t'·lie was very concerned thaf the sifi.i�tio-ri ·w-6uid. ;�s�i:at�: to a vio!��t J11�iciil 
conf;o�tatbn,between the defendant arid th� Town's e'mployeei> Keiiy arsotestified ttiat 

(1) the .dEifendiii�t's _"presence walking arourici'the heavy eqi..iipm�hr and his· proximity

fherefo ''was:�.s�i�fy' ��ard"; (2)'the defe�danf"was,�r/ii�tr�J- iil'dan�eroi.is situati6�"; a�d 

{-3) .the def�ridant was interfering with :the rowri empiby���,':0-�ik:_and their efforts to 

. remove the defendant's property. 

In addition; . the parties presented : a vidg6tape/·:d�plctlng the· defendant's 
. . . 

interactions with -Town employees and law enforcement officers on May 16, 2016. As 

such, the Court was able to observe the defendant's conduct, speech, tone of voice 
. 

. . 
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manner, and demeanor during his interactions with Kelly, Chase, and others as·well as the 

_conduct, speech, tone of voice, mannet·and demea:nor of those with whom the defendant 

·interacted. As .the· defendant .observes, "[mJany .of the facts are videotaped and

-undlsputed." (Def.'s Mem. Law, 1.)

At the conclusion of the trial;° :the ·defendant :moved to -dismiss "because the 

. .', .. evidence at trial is insufficient as a matter of law" and ·s�bmitted a m-erribrandum of law in

. �uppo'rt of his motion:· (ft!.) The State filed an'objectfon to the defendant's motion (Index 
. 

. 
. 

. •#39}; _and the defendant thereafter filed a reply. _ (lndei/
#

40.) Based on the evidence 

; pres'ei'rted, the Colirt ii1akes tlie f6ilowing findi�gs arid hiiing's. 

"The eleme'nts �f criminal contempt ar� threefuld: (1) that a valid court order

- : ,· ci>Verihiithe d�endant exists: (2) th�i tJ-ie'defEindarifJiad notice o{that oitler; and (3) that
. . . . . . . 

.
. 

tti� ci�fendant:int�fltici��liy comm1tted acts in violation :of that tirdef." stat$ V; Stewart, 142 

N'.H. �10, 611 (199il) (citation ·omitt�d) .. The State ha;- the' burden of proving eabh 

:.e,erii'eht beyond _a r'easonabte·do�bf. Sf�t<:i v� Liriskv:·'117'N.H:aes;: 872 {1977). 

_ -· •. -·-: . To )he' · ·eit�i-it ;:thaf -the 6outt's :findings of' 'fabt ,, d�penct ·.-;ti�;h :the .Court's -

- : -· detefiriinatlon of�ifn��s ;credibility. th� Court finds that th� testirnon/�f b6tli 'Chase �rid 

:Keliy"is credible 'and pers�aiiive. _See· In Re Devan 6.-, 1f35 N.H. 685, 690 {2013) (noting 

. . : that ifie ''friai co�rt. as t/'ie frier �f fact:-!� In the ties\: position ·to assess ahd weigh the 

evidence before it ... and its discretion ·nebessarHy extends to assessing the credibility and 

demeanor of .• � witnesses;') (citations omitted). 

Having considered and evaluated all of th� evidence presented, ·the Court·firids that 

the·State has proven -beyond a reasonable doubt each of the elements of the crimina·1 

conte'rnpt charge against the defendant. Specifically, the Court finds beyond a reasonable 

3 
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doubt that: 

(1) The Order.ls ·a val.id Court order that covered the·deiehdsint as of May 16,

2016;

(2) On May 16. 2016, Kel!y served the Order in hahd oii the defendant and read 

portions of if to him so the defendant would "know what it said" -and,. 

therefore, the defendant had notice of the Order; 

(3} -The defendant intentionally committed each of ·thEl ads· �nu.rilerafed in 

. paragraplis _3a through 3f of fhe amehdEid information ·in violation of the 

· . Ordef; and : · '

·. (4) ·. the dMendant acted purposely. See R$A·fi26:2, ll(a):

Ttie· v�riou& <lefens'es that the defendant raises :are unpetsu�;,;ive �'rid. �ri��ilin�.- · ..• 

His cci�i�rition':fhat �rime ,of'the charged conduct is "6oristituti6ri�iiy protected spee!Ch" 
. ' . . . ' 

- .-

. (Def. 's M�rn: Law:� 5). is unsupported by the eVidence, �nd tii� reliance' Oh City of Keene 

V. Cleaveland, 167Nj-{- 731 (2015} is misplaced inasmuch -as cw .of K�#ir'ie·is fae;ually 

distinguishable from this case. The Court finds that n6ne of ttie ch�rged conduct is

·constittrliona!ly protecifed speech. The defendahfs ccintehtio� ihat hE'r'dlcl not interfe;,

with the Town on May 16, 2016 (Def.'s Mem. Law, ,m 3, 4, 8,,9,· 11, d4) is equally
. . ,  . 

unpersuasive and Ul1;Upp�rta:d by the evidence. The C�urt·flnd�'th�t oh May 16, 2016,

the defendant did. iMdeed -interfere with the Town's exercise of its right to remove the 

defendant's· property from the right-of-way and the· Town's ,·propeirty. Finally, the 

defendant's claim that he .did not act purposely is likewise unsupported by the evidence. 

The evidence ,estabffshed beyond a reasonable doubt that the defendant Intentionally 

committed each of the charged acts in violation of the Order and that he acted purposely. 
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_F6r the f6reg6irig reasons,. the Court ·finds thafthe State h�; proven bey6rid. a .. 

rea�criable doubt each of the elements of the chatged ·offens�:.' A&:ordingly, the Court 

makes a finding of guiity on the criminal contempt :of dourt cha�ge.· . The Clerk shall 

schedule a sentencing h�aring as the docket permits; 

· · so Ordered.

l .. 1,;
Dat�d: --'\'-'-_,,! _(;_, I"-'. J_•_r,'-, _.. _· 

5 

Peter H. Bornstein 
Presiding Justice 
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THE STATE OF NEW HAMPSHIRE 
JUDICIAL BRANCH 

SUPERIOR COURT 
Grafton Superior Court 
3785 Dartmouth College Highway 
North Haverhill NH 0377 4 

FILE COPY 

NOTICE OF DECISION 

Case Name: 
Case Number: 

State v. David Vincelette 

215-2016-CR-00408

Telephone: 1-855-212-1234 
TTY/TDD Relay: (800) 735-2964 

http://www.courts.state. nh. us 

Please be advised that on February 28, 2018 Judge Bornstein made the following order relative to: 

Motion to Reconsider and Motion for Judgment Not Withstanding the Verdict: "The Court finds that 
none of the-charged conduct is. protected speech under Part I, Article 22 of the New Hampshire 
Constitution. The Court reiterates its conclusion that none of the charged conduct is constitutionally 
protected speech. The Court denies the Motion to Reconsider." 

February 28, 2018 

(294) 

David P. Carlson 
Clerk of Court 

C: Mariana Claridad Pastore, ESQ; Jeremiah R. Newhall, ESQ 

NHJB-2501-S (07/01/2011) 
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Count 1 

GRAFTON, SS. 

Criminal Contempt 
RSA:CRCONT 
CLASS: U Misdemeanor 

Superior Court Case: ;i 15-¢fJ lb - C/2'Z- '-I O\i
Charge ID: } � q is' J- {,/ (., c.. 

THE STATE OF NEW HAMPSHIRE 

SUPERIOR COURT 

STATE OF NEW HAMPSHIRE 

V. 

DAVID VINCELETTE 

INFORMATION 

NOW COMES the Grafton County Attorney's Office and gives the court to know and be 
informed that DAVID VINCELETTE (DOB: 0610111956) of or formerly of 93 Lebanon St., 
Hanover, NH 03755, on or about the 16th day of May 2016, in Hanover, In the County 
of Grafton, aforesaid 

Did knowingly act in contempt of the Grafton County Superior Court's January 11, 2016 
Order in Docket 14-CV-372, by interfering with the Town of Hanover's efforts to remove 
Mr. Vincellette's personal property from the Town of Hanover's real property, contrary to 
the Grafton County Superior Court's Order in Docket 14-CV-372. 

against the peace and dignity of the State. 

Dated: 11/ 1(16 
J t 

_,.,.,, Mariana C. Pasto 
Assistant County Attorney 

, (}' / I 

On this {( tJ day of [V�1-'eJ11 De \ , 2016, Marlana C. Pastore
personally appeared before me and made oath that the foregoing statements are true 

to the best of his/her information and belief. 

My commission expires: 
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Grafton, SS. 

-

STATE OF NEW HAMPSHIRE 

State of New Hampshire 

V. 

David Bruce Vincelette 

Superior Court Case: 215-2016-CR-0408 

Charge ID: 1298246C 

STATE'S MOTION TO AMEND INFORMATION 

Superior Court 

NOW COMES the State of New Hampshire, by and through the Office of the 
Grafton County Attorney, Mariana C. Pastore, Assistant County Attorney and states as 
follows: 

.A. The Defendant is charged with Criminal Contempt of Court. 

B. The State hereby moves the Court to amend the existing information because
the initial information does not allege the proper mental state.

C. Defendant is not prejudiced by this amendment as it does not change the
discovery in any manner.

D. Obviously the State could nol pros the original complaint and refile an
information, but it wants this matter to proceed in the most expeditious way
possible.

E. The State respectfully requests the Court strike the existing allegations and
amend the information with the allegations as set forth below:

1. A valid court order covering the defendant exists. to wit: on January 11, 2016 the
Grafton Superior Court issued an order in 14-CV-372 ordering the defendant to
cease interfering the Town of Hanover's exercise of its rights to remove the
defendant's property from the. right of way and Town of Hanover property and to
cease threatening Town of Hanover employees or continue to interfere with Town of
Hanover's lawful actions; and

2. The defendant has notice of that order, in that the defendant was served with that
order on May 16; 2016; and

3. The defendant committed one or more acts in violation of that order, to wit: the
defendant interfered with the Town of Hanover's removal of the defendant's property
from the right of way and the Town of Hanover's property by:

{; ,a n f e. o( _ �H.&.:nstein* /j 
I
r-- l'resldingJustlca
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. 

• • 

a. Yelling at members of the Town of Hanover employees to get out of the area
and/or to stop stealing the defendant's property when they were removing
defendant's property from the right of way and the Town's property, and/or

b. Yelling and/or cursing at and/or insulting Town of Hanover employees and/or
its agents when they were removing, or facilitating the removal of, the
defendant's property from the right of way, and the Town's property, and/or

c. Creating a dangerous situation by walking up to and/or behind and/or in
between the heavy machinery brought by Town of Hanover employees,
and/or

d. Threatening Town of Hanover employees with personal liability for the
position the Town of Hanover put the employees in; and/or

e. Continuing to interfere with Town of Hanover's lawful actions by telling Town
of Hanover employees they could not use vehicles to remove the defendant's
property from the right of way and the Town of Hanover's property; and/or

f. Continuing to interfere with Town of Hanover's lawful actions by telling Town
of Hanover employees that they were not removing the defendant's property
from the right of way and the Town of Hanover's property, and

4. The defendant acted purposely.

F. Counsel for the defendant, Attorney Jeremiah R. Newhall, was contacted and he
objects to the State's Motion.

WHEREFORE, the State requests that this Honorable Court: 
A. GRANT the State's Motion, STRIKE the existing allegations and AMEND

the information as set forth in this motion; or
B. HOLD a hearing on the matter; and
C. GRANT any other relief deemed proper and just.

August 10, 2017 

Respectfully Submitted, 
STATE OF NEW HAMPSHIRE 

-"Mariana C. P e, 
Assistant County A 
NH Bar # 266085 
Office of the Grafton County Attorney, 
3785 Dartmouth College Highway 
North Haverhill, NH 0377 4 

CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
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�reb: �rtffy that a :, oftho fomgo;og has tt,;, day be:=••d to Joremrah R..
Newhall, New Hampshire Public Defender's Office, 485 Route 10, Orford, NH 03777, 
counsel for the defendant. 

August 10, 2017 

Respectfully Submitted, 
STATE OF NEW HAMPSHIRE 

-�a.
Grafton C 
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THE STATE OF NEW HAMPSHIRE 

JUDIClAL BRANCH 
http://www.courts.state.nh.us 

Co\.lrt Name: Grafton County S1.iPerior Court 
Case Name: Sfate v. David Bruce Vincelette 
Case Number: 
{if known)

21.5-2016-CR-0408 Charge 10 Number: 1298246C 

HOUSE OF CORRECTIONS SENTENCE 

PleaAfel'l!lict: Guilty � Clerk: Carlson 

Crime: Criminal Contempt Date of Crime: 05/16/16 

Monitor: Be� Judge: Bornstein Maef:eotr

A fmd1_ng of GUil TY/l'Rt:JE Is entered.
This conviction is for a D Felony � Misdemeanor D Violation of Probation
□ The defendant has been convicted of Domestic Violence contrary to RSA 631 :2,b. See attached RSA

631:_2-b Sentencing Addendllm. 
□ The defendant has been convicted of a misdemeanor, other than RSA 631 :2-b, which includes as an

element of the offense, the use or attempted use of physical force or threatened use of a deadly weapon,
and the defendant's relationship to the victim is: □ 1. Current or.former spouse; □ 2. Parent; 
0 3. Guardian; 0 4. Child in common OR Cohabitating or cohabit1;1ted with the victim as a □ 5. Spouse;
□ 6. Parent; CJ 7. Guardian OR A person similarly situated to a □ 8. Spouse; D 9. Parent;_ □ 10. Guardian.

� 1. The defendant ls sentenced to the House of Corrections for a period of�h9:' 4 re, o n J Ji $..
� 2. -This sentence is to be served as follows: 

0 Stand committed □ Commencing ·-----_.
□ Consecutiyf. weekends from _ PM Friday to __ PM Sunday beginning _ •
� All 'but '!I clays of the sentence Is suspended during good behavior and compliance with all terms

and conditions of this order. Any suspended sente'tce may be�mposed after hearing at the request of
tha. State. The su:;;pended sentence begins today ancre'nct.f f year(s) from � today or O release on 
charge ID 

□ ___ of the sentence ls deferred for a period of __ . The Court retains jurisdiction up to and after
the deferred period to Impose or terminate the sentence or to suspend or further defer the sentence 
.for an additional period of ___ . 
Thirty (30) days prior to the expiration of _the deferred period, the defendant may petition the Court to
show cause why the deferred commitment should not be imposed. Failure to petition within the 
prescribed time wm result 1n the immediate Issuance of a warrant for the defendant's arrest. 

0 Other:---� 
0 3. The sentence is O consecutive to charge ID(s)

□ concurrent with charge ID(s) ___ .
!:1 4. Pretrial confinement credit:.!;!· days. 
□ 5. The court recommends to the county correctional authority;

□ Work release consistent with administrative regulations. 
D Drug and alcohol treatment and counseling. 
□ Sexual offender program. 
□ Other: __ . 

If required by statute or Department of Corrections policies and procedures, the defendant shall provide a
sample for DNA analysis. 

-f'1 NHJS.2312-S (09.16.2016) 

CLER�S �OTICE DATE -
'3 ;; /;; 
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·- ··-··- ····· ··ccccJL ·."c, • 

-·---- -;-_:-·--.,-·7-. -·-.. --�--...... "'""'--.,_:_...,., �•.:.-,--.... .-...,, ..... -... -.,;,._ "·'·""'"'''":T'>:'-11 ". ·>:" 

··-•· �.•�::��e:·Stat�v��:vlq:�:Y��-vl el��le ·· .. �.
· · ;taseNymber: 2J&<�016-CR•040a {121Ja24sc)

/
HOOSEOF

G
ORRECTIONS SENTEN.CE .

. 
/.!, 

PROBATION 
r O 6. ihe:ctefendant is pll,ced on probation fora period of_ year(s), upon the usual terms of probation an.ct 

any special·term, of probation ·determined by the probatior./paroJe ofiicer. 
Effective: D Forthwith w Upon Release 
The dEilendantis ordered to report immediately to the ne.arest Pmbation/Pa"role Field Office. 

□ 7. Subject to the provisions of RSA 504,A:4, Ill, the probation/parole officer is granted the authority to
impose a jail sentence of1 to 7 days in response to a· violation of a condition of probation, not to exceed 
a total of 30 days duriqg the ptobatioriaryperiod. · . . . . . .

0 8. Vici)ation of probation or any of the terms of this sentence may result in revocation of probation 
and imposition of any s�ntence within the legal Um its for the urJderiying offense .

.OTHER CONDiTIONS 
!!1 9. Other conditions of this sentence are: 

0 A.
.
The defendant is fined$_,_·-. , plus statutory penally assessment of$ ____ . 
□ The fine,"/ienalty.assessmentand any f¢<,ss)1all be. paid:
o Now □By:...,:, _ __:_"; OR□ i'hfough tfie Depaflrtientof torrectibhs 'as directed by tne·PPO. A 10%

service charge is assessed for the collection of fines and fees, other than supervision fees.
0 $�- of the fine and $ ___ of the penal.ty assessment is s.uspended for __ year(s), 
A $25:00 fee is assessed·in each·case file when a fine is paid on a date later than sentencing •

. DB. the defehda�t is orderec:
i
t; make restitution of$,�-� to--··

. . . . . 

□ Through the Departrnentof Corfediohsairdirected .by the Probation/Parole Officer. A 17%
admini$ft;ail,,;e tee i,s_asseossed for\h.e collection of t.estitutiori . . ... . . . . ..... 
o At .the request of the defendant or the Department of Corrections, .a hearing may be scheduled on

the amount or method of payment of resiitutlon. 
D Restitution is not ordered because: __ 

!!1 C. The :defend;:int is to meaningfulJy participate in and complete any counsejing, tre.atment and 
educational programs as directed by the correctional authority or Probation/Paroli;, Offic.er. · 

D D. The defendant's o ficenjse D privilege to operate in New Hampshire is revoked for a period of
E>ffective ··�· .. -· . . . . .. . . . . . . ..... 

. 
. . . 

. . 

. 

D E. Under the direction •of t!ie Probation/Parple Officer; the defendant shall tour. \he
o New Hampshire siate Prison D House of Corrections

O F. The defend:;,r,t shall perfom1 .......... - hours of community service with a registered charity and provide 
proof to □ the State or□ probation within __ . of today's dale .

.. □ .G. Jhq ,;iefsinds1_nt is o_rder_ed to have no.conta�t wit.h ·-· _ .ei.ther di;ectly or ingirectly; includingJ:,u\ rJQt · _.
· limited to contact in•person, by mail, phone, e•mail, text message, social networking sites and/or thitd
• . parties. . · · . .. :� .. ·, :. . . · _ · .. . · · · ·· · · ·· . ·· ..

!!1 H. Law enforcement agencie$ may !!1 destroy the evidence □ return evidence to its. rightful owner, 
!!1. I. The defendant i� ordered �� be of good �ehavior an

_
d :.,�mply :t'.J%�U !i),EJ,�.er!J?-� of this sentence.

� J. Other: Susoe;:is10� conditioned on D�,endantr'-v�,,•itii+R�·u�im;sis _ef Eel�ae, s_m=tfflati.ns iJ cal
ei'!IFARl\:fnlt.y miaqtal�..orema:I\ orlhe V-etetai-t!s·Af.lmit:l:istfflt-io-��-Jj-e:btltlt 
.. , I .. oi:-affl'tmeaningfully participathal in mental health treatment�How\¾,-:,u-mema1-
heatttr-roG01+1me11Jat:ia.1t µ .. t� �-f' ;'1 f ,(:�. l!:i 

� i I I 11 -t· 
i,, :•.,,)" r """�1,v'" h ""· "". ,+-.t�-r-�·· +

t7
�"_.,.,ifJ ':1

Dale Sentenced 
-· f h. // {Presi,!ing Justice , ' 

WJ'' c. f�rc,Y\n.-,-e,"'it·LtJ-�
or,

/e+- t·{ .J-., . 1. -1.·· ;. - rl. 
C < ) J \ 

··r· I ".. 
., - ' ' � < I . ,. ,, r ,.,, "' ,.,v,·,"<�-7V1 ... �:;, . ..J Cl_VfJt-,.�,.J "� p- s,1 .--.··.,.,,·,·/ ~/· o� 4 -. ' � .. � :;; ... �,;, .,..,n� 1 ,::-,fl 

\J 
-
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Grafton, ss. 

STATE OF NEW HAMPSHIRE 
SUPERIOR COURT 

State of New Hampshire 
v. 

David Vincelette 
215-16-CR-408

• 

December, 2017 

MEMORANDUM OF LAW IN SUPPORT OF MOTION TO DISMISS 

David Vincelette sub!!Uts the fol\owing memorandum of law in support of a 

motion to dismiss because the evidence at trial is insufficient as a matter of law (i.e., 

because no reasonable jurist, interpreting the evidence in the light most favorable to 

the State; would find guilt beyond a reasonable doubt). In the alternative, the 

defense asks for a verdict of not guilty. 

1. David Vincelette is charged with one count of Contempt. Many of the

facts are videotaped and undisputed.

2. The single complaint raises six different theories of liability, labeled 3.a

through 3.f. For each theory, there are at least two defenses: First, that the

conduct does not violate the order. Second, that Mr. Vincelette' s purpose

behind the conduct was not to violate the order.

Allegation 3.a, 3.b, 3.e, and 3.f 

3. Allegations 3.a, 3.b, 3.e, and 3.f all allege that Mr. Vincelette' s violated the

order by speaking, e.g., by yelling at Hanover town employees, cursing
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at them, telling them to stop stealing,. telling them not to use vehicles, 

and insisting that they abandon their work. The evidence at trial proves 

that none of this conduct violated the order. 

4. At trial, the defense introduced a video of the day in question. It shows

that Mr. Vincelette used harsh language, raised his voice, and told town

employees that they were not allowed to remove his property using

trucks. He did not physically interfere with their workor bar their path.

The Court can see on the video that trucks came and went from the site

while Mr. Vincelette was there. All that Mr. Vincelette did was yell at the

town employees.

5. Our stiite' s Supreme Court has decided that yelling at municipal

employees while they are working, insulting them, calling them

criminals, and urging them to abandon their work, is all constitutionally

protected speech. See City of Keene v. Cleaveland, 167 N.H. 731, 734. (2015),

In Cleaveland, the Court upheld dismissal of a lawsuit by the City of

Keene against protesters alleging tortious interference; The interference

alleged in that case was that the protesters "videotaped the [parking

enforcement officers or PEOs] from a close proximity; called the PEOs

names such as 'f""""g thief,' 'coward,' 'racist,' and 'b***h'; criticized the
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PEOs for issuing tickets; encouraged the PEOs to quit their jobs; and 

waited for the PEOs during their breaks, including waiting outside 

restrooms." Cleaveland at 734. The Court held that all of this conduct was 

protected by the First Amendment. Cleaveland at 738 (''[W]e agree with 

the trial court that holding the respondents liable for tortious interference 

based upon their alleged activities would infringe upon the respondents' 

right to free speech under the First Amendment.").' 

' 

6. A lot of speech protected by the First Amendment is not very nice.

See,_e.g., Snyder v. Phelps, 562 U.S. 443,448 (2011) (First Amendment

protects showing up to an American soldier's funeral with signs saying:

"'God Hates the USA/Thank God for 9/11,' 'America is Doomed,' 'Don't

Pi:ay for the USA,' 'Thank God for IEDs,' 'Thank God for Dead Soldiers,'

'Pope in Hell,' 'Priests Rape Boys,' 'God Hates Fags,' 'You're Going to

Hell,' and 'God Hates You."'). Even curse words like "fuck" are still

protecied speech. See, e.g., Cohen v. California, 403 U.S. 15, 16, (1971). If the

First Amendment requires a mother mourning the loss ofher son, who

died in battle for his country, to endure being told "Thank God for Dead

1 Cleaveland also remanded for consideration of a time, place, and manner restriction on the 
protesters. Such an order could have been crafted in this case, had the town had the foresight to 
request it. But the order of January 11, 2016, did not include any reference· to time, place, or 
manner restrictions on Mr. Vincelette' s speech. 
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Soldiers" and "God Hates You" at her son's funeral, Snyder, 562 U.S. 

at 448, and requires a meter maid to endure being called a ''f"""*ing thief," 

Cle/Weiand at 734, then surely Hanover town employees can endure 

Mr. Vincelette cursing at them. 

7. Whenever possible, laws (including court orders) should be interpreted

in a way that does not violate the Constitution. State v. Paul, 167 N.H. 39,

44-45 (2014). Here, the order was to not interfere with the removal of

property. Just as the Court in Cleaveland found that protected speech

could not constitute "tortious interference,"' flus Court must find that

protected speech does not constitute interfering with its order. Nothing

that Mr. Vincelette said actually impeded the Hanover town employees

any more than the words of the protesters in Cleaveland interfered with

the work of the parking enforcement officers.

8. That would not excuse physical interference, even if that physical

interference included a message. So, for example, if Mr. Vincelette had

made a banner and stretched it across the road, then that would violate

the order because it blocked the. road. But merely hurling invective

2 The comparison is apples-to�apples because tortioua interference is a common law tort. Like 
court 'orders,. common law torts are created by the .courts and not by the legislature. 
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without physically blod<ing the way is not interference, just as it was not 

interference in Cleaveland.

Allegation 3.c. 

9. Allegation 3.c. alleges that Mr .. Vincelette was "[c]reating a dangerous

situation by walking up to and/or behind and/or in between the heavy

machinery." This is the only accusation of physical conduct, as opposed

to words, violating the order. The evidence shows that Mr. Vincelette did

not create a dangerous situation, nor did his walking around interfere

with removal of the property.

· ltl. The video introduced by the defense at trial proves that Mr. Vincelette

did not create a dangerous situation. None of the employees or police 

officers told Mr. Vincelette he was in danger. No one suggested he wear 

a hard hat or goggles. Police officers and workers followed 

Mr. Vincelette as he walked around the vehicles, all without injury and 

most without hard hats. Most compellingly, no one asked

Mr. Vincelette not to walk there. 

11. Second, even if this Court concludes that the State has proven that

Mr. Vincelette's walking was dangerous, "creating a dangerous

situation" is not synonymous with "interfering with the Town." None of

I 
I 
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the evidence at trial shows that Mr. Vincelette' s walking actually 

interfered with the removal of property from the right of way. In fact, it 

shows the opposite-the video shows Mr. Vincelette walked around 

vehides so they could come and go. 

Allegation 3.d. 

12. Allegation 3.d. alleges that Mr. Vincelette was "[t]hreatening Tovm. of

Hanover employees with personal liability for the position the Town of

Hanover put the employees in." This is the only accusation.of a threat,

and the i:hreat was of a lawsuit. The evidence at trial shows that this

conduct does not violate thl? order.

13. First, this could not have violated the order because it was a correct

statement of the law. Town employees are, in fact, personally liable for

violations of civil rights, see 42 U.S.C. § 1983, which Mr. Vincelette

repeatedly alleged they had done. Mr. Vincelette has always believed

that the removal of his property from the right of way was illegal

Because the town of Hanover and its employees-induding all the

employees working that day-operate under "color of state law," their

interference with Mr. Vincelette' s property is actionable under§ 1983.

See Heifer v. Melo, 502 U.S. 21, 30-31 (1991) (Holding that"the Eleventh
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Amendment does not erect a barrier against suits to impose 'individual 

and personal liability' on state officials under § 1983."). Their liability to 

answer suit does not depend upon whether Mr. Vincelette would 

prevail. As a practical matter, states and municipalities universally 

indemnify their employees against suits under§ 1983, and the 

employees could defend the &tit on grounds of qualified immunity, but 

none of that changes the fact of personal liability in a lawsuit. 

14. Making it a crime to correctly recite the law would violate the First

Amendment. See Va. State Bd. of Pharmaci; v. Va. Citizens Consumer

Council, 425 U ,S. 748, 773 (1976) (Holding that government may not

"suppress the dissemination of concededly truthful information about

entirely lawful activity."). As above, Constitutional avoidance requires

interpreting the order in a way that does not conflict with the First

Amendment, and that is easily done here. The conduct alleged-sapng

people were personally liable who were, in fact, personally liable-did

not physically hinder the removal of property from the right of way.

Mr. Vincelette's Pll!l?ose Was Notto Violate The Order. 

15, Finally, as to each of these six allegations (contained in a single 

complaint), the evidence shows that Mr. Vincelette's purpose was not to 
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violate the Order. The mens rea of "purposely" is subjective. The defense 

will stipulate that Mr. Vincelette is not always a very reasonable person. 

But the test is not a reasonable-person standard; the test is what Mr. 

Vincelette actually believed. Unless defying this Court was his conscious 

object, he must be acquitted. 

16. That standard of proof is not a license for Mr. Vincelette to violate court

orders. There exist many other options for enforcing court orders with a

much lower standard of proof, such as the civil contempt pursued in

Mt. Vincelette' s civil case. But criminal contempt is a different beast and

requires proof that Mr. Vincelette's purpose was to violate the court's

order.

17. The evidence at trial shows that Mr. Vmcelette sincerely believes that the

law prohibits the use of vehicles on the right of way, and that town

employees are in a criminal conspiracy to persecute him and to pollute

the water. He shows rto sign of deceit in the video as he confronts town

employees, workers, and police officers.

18. Moreover, the evidence shows that Mr. Vincelette took care to keep his

protests within the parameters of the Court's order. He never physically

interfered with anyone.

,, 
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l9. It would have been perfectly reasonable for Mr. Vince1ette to believe that 

he retained his First Amendment rights even after the January order. 

This Court had ruled that parking his truck to block the right of way 

violated the order and constituted interference, but never that verbally 

discouraging town employees violated the order. The video shows that 

Mr. Vincelette shouted at town employees to stop, but did not bar their 

path. 

20. this Court can.see from the video that during Mr. Vincelette' s jeremiad,

Town dump trucks drove up and down the right of way removing his

property. And Mr. Vincelette let them. He walked around them. He did

not block their path. He did not slap material out or anyone's hands.

Twice, he gently touched someone's shoulder, as though to get their

attention. He was told not to touch them, and withdrew his hand. All of

this shows a care not to physically interfere with anyone.

' 
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WHEREFORE, the Defendant, by and through couns.el, respectfuHy prays 

this Honorable Co1Jrt: 

A. GRANT this motion to dismiss; or

R FIND the defendant Not Guilty. 

·ahR.Newha
Ne Hampshire Public Defender 
485 NH Route 10 
Orford, New Hampshire 03777 
(603) 353-4440

CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 

I do hereby certify that a copy of the foregoing w 
· · } lf:'a. �w:-2012 opposing. counsel this__ ay O �.�� 
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$TATE; OF NEW l::IAMPSHIRE 

State ,of New H,11:npi,hire 
V: 

Davld ,Bruce Vincelette 

Superjor Corn:t Cai,e; 215-201"6.-CR-0408 

Chars:)e ID: 1298246.C

JAN O 2 2018 

ORF''-•"·, 
NH Pusuc r;;�c,,,,- -�, i �----.....:.·�----------1

Superior Court 

STATE'S OBJECTIOJi[TODEFENDANT'S l'lllOTiONTO DISNiiSS 
CRIMINAL CONTEMPT'CH.ARGE 

NOW COMES th_e :state of New Harnpi;,hire, �y- and thro1.1gh the Office of the 
.Grai'tqn .Coµnty Attorne.y, IVlar:lana C. Pastore, Assii;,tant :County Attom�Y ant:\ states as 

. follows: 
_Defend;;u:,t, David Vincelette, i1o chargecl with· Criminal .Cor.itempt of Oourt, �nd the 

courtheara two days ortestln:iohy, includi11gVideo-ofthe c!'1arged event. 
The alle!;Jations E\Qain� Jl.llr. Vi_ncele�e are tt:iat:

1. A valid court order covering the defendant exists,, to wit:. on.Janu;;iry 11,
201 (l-th\:l Graftsn Superiqr :Coui,t. lssuetj an 9rder ir.i ,14-CV"372 Qn:lering
the defendaritto cease interfering th:e Town of Hanovel's_ exercise oflts
rlgh'\s to rernove thegefendant'i;_propertyfrom the right of:w!aly.and Town_
of Hanover-property and;to ce.ase threatening Town of.Hanover
,empJ9yees ,9r!Xlntlnue to i11terfere "'litti To\'1/)1,of Hanover's !.awful a9tions;

. arid 
2. The clefend,,m! has notice ·of that,orde,r.;. in that tt]e d(;lfenda_nt was served

With that ord!'ir oh May 16, 2016;--aRd
3. The c!efendant committed one or more acts.In violation of that order, to wit

the defendant interfered .Mlith th.e.TciWh of.Hanover's removal of the
defendant:i;· propercy from-the-right ofway and thei Town of Hanover's
proper:ty by:

a., Y�l!ing at members of the Town of Hanov�r·emp!oyees to get out of 
the.,area antj/or to stop stealing the i;lefend�nt's property When they 
were" removing' defendant',:rproperty from the right cif way and th13 
Town'i:l property, a,id/or 
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'b, Yelling and/or cursing at a1Jd/Qr•insulting Tol/,/n of.HanovE;>r 
employe.M -and/odts. agents when they were· removing, ,or-
facilitating the removal ·of, the defend&nfs property from .the riQhH>f 
way., and the.Town's property, and/cit 

c. Crealir19 a dan!;Jerous situatlon·by walking upto and/or behind
andfor in between the heavy machinery brought l:iy ToWn of
Hanovlalr employees, .and/or

d. ThreaMl)ing To\Aln of Hanover employees wil;h pen;1017:;il' l!ab_lllty for
the p:ositionthe Town-offlanover pufthe: employees ih; aridlor

e. Contfnufng to interfere with To'!Vn of tlanover' s lavvfi.d ,;ictlons by·
telling Town of Hanover employees they could not use vehlcles-to
remove the <Jefendarit's Property from U,e ri"ghtof way.and the
TOWn of Hanover's property; and/or

f. Continuing to interfere with TownofHanover's lawfl,11 ac;tions by
telling Town .of Hanover employees: tliat they were not removing the
defendant'-s property from the-right of way and the Town· of
Hanover's property-, and

4. The. <Jefendant:ac;;tad purposely ..

Now, defe:nda.nt moves to dismiss me Information becaus-e: one, his ro.nductadid "not. 
violate the orqer, and,. m0, his purpose was i:iot_ to vial_attrvie order, Defendant argues 
that l)e did not violate the order·by yelling ·at, cursing, insulting., threatening or teliing_ 
Town emp!Oyees they would be i;,ubject tq personal liability; :becaµse he _was :exercising 
First Amendment protected rights. -□e.fendarit also,argues ihat:hls purpose was to 
prevent the µse of-motorized vetiic!es on the Town\; access ro:;;id"; not Both,o:fJhe 
defendant's arguments fail.as -set forth below. 

David Vlricelette'.s Purpos-e Was to Preventthe Removal of His Property 

That Mt .. Vineelette's purposewas.only to prevent tiie-tlse of motorized vehicles Is),
<:;r_afty but ultimately \msuppqrted-argumerit. To begin with, Mr. Vincelette previously
physically interfeitid with the removal of his property fromtheTtlWri access road il'l · 
January 2016, as evidencfl by the photos,admitied ,info evidence during_ trial ·and by Mr.
Chase's te:;itlmony"that the defendant previously clinibed on top of thEi qurnpsters to
prevent the Town of Hanover·ftom removing_ his property. from th·e acci:lss road, ihEi 
photos support Mr. Chase's testimony because .Mi" Vihcel$tte can b_e .seen on top of
dumpsters taken to. remove the l:lebriS-from the Town's accEll!s maiHo the. Tanzi Nailire 
Preserve. 

\ 
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-SecQnd, Mr, Vincelette's own-Wi:mls __ durin_g the May 2016' event reveal his specific
intent. SpecifjcaHy, Mr.Vfnc_elettesaid; 

• _David Vincele.ti:e_: you men ate 'com"ih'g out here to' steal my materials you men
·.ire MG!nover employees \/>{al.t nq we're not ()one. P, 6 of 19, lim,s 1"3'--1_4.

■ :o:avid VinceleUe: _men you bring my fuckin' firewooc! back here WfiJ: been c.utting
wood ,all winter keeplng men. warm you men -who' have spray- you've never done
thej9b the town told me th�t you-were gonna .do, It's nol your fault I know that
butnone of you have ever come: tlown here.to maintain my road but you're all.
down ·here to_ smash and take my shit.work fpr these bastards who are po_lllitlng
th€l'Wi;lter. P, ff .of·t9, Unes.17-;21,

■ Dayid Vlnc_elette: take-yoµr asses q1.1t of bere."d9n't-take.any,of my·rilore:more
of my stuff you're not-allowed to steal you're not allowed to pollutethe water I
tlave, a picture· of:every one. qfyou you know what P.- 6·of � S; lines 24·26:

•• D!;ivld_ Vincelette: .got ty,,elve �enty'people ih a fuckir!' conspiracy .you all com(:/
down here think you Oi:ln· m:esswltll (unintelligible) get your asses oufof.har� i
want-tha(damn )Nood back po oo no no tn.1cks do\l\/11 _here n_o no no lunlnte!ligible}
-no.:no no no no:hey stop:no hey (unintelligible): P. ·9 of 19, lines 1-4.

·■ David Vi"ncelette� 'ca�'ali thts land belonged t<Ui family :they I::reated {he
Jight-o.f-way fo benefrt,fhern nofto be_nefitthe towtrthey gave the they gave the 
land.around it to. the-town -with the understanding .the town would maintain the 
roac! U,ey nev(;}r'did thirty-two yec1rs the deed_ s,;1ys specifically in it the 9nly USEl 
uh for:th.etown ·is-.for malntenanoe·.and fot:emergencies otherwise town vehicles' 
;.re no_t sµpp_osed j:o be- using It they h;;ive no right-of0way for these,�ump trucks 
coming ·down here; :unitientified Officer! so .. David Vincelette: and steaiinp 
my,shit. 

:■ David VlncelEltte; we are we bJ:len working o_ur .is.s off trying do it·_look how 
mw::h they had pictures (unlntelliglble)"taklni•in. myfrickin' window I've got this 
·whole: thing :rigged u1:>"(unint_elli!;Jible) every day does-tl:i!s look disorg11nized to· you
ifs-� ·bunch ciffirewoo() arid we're taking apart to heat th_e damn house for
liomele:ss people .:ahd •they need. five, people to ,come here an_d St'3sil ou_r ,d.amn
wooq had enough pf these bast;;,.rds OK they're· pollute-. you want lo see -a crime,
come overwiih me and we'il _go over that you don't want to see .. it P .. 12,_ line$,
21-27.

■ David Vincelette.; y-you know yoµ guys are fµck.in'·cli$QL1stin:g look-at thi:S fat
bastard here filmln!;fYOU 9_ot your fuckin' hand in '!heir pocke:twhe:t's,:t{ils excu$e
for�- man yo1.l'(unii:ltelligible) peqple:i:lown_ tiere ?Pd s_te_al fucfdn' homeless
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peo·ple's fuckfn' firewood _get the-fuckout:of here·.now l'r:n fuckin' .sick ot 
(unintell_fglble} fuckin' assl'lole (unintelligible) people (unintelllgible)-fuckin' house 
you. know good and well What is going on· here thes.e people .didh'tfuck w,tii me 
(unintelligible}and -you know Ell l-lp.out it th�e .men·are attempting to·do-criminal 
actiVity on my property. Unidentified Person: (unihtellig"ible). David 
Vincelet:te: they're.stealinQ. my shit ihese·.peopf,:, am pald to to pollute rrtY water
nowthey're being paid to steal my shit. Uhldentified •officer: (unintelligible). 
O.avid Vincelette: ·I;vs had -eno:ugh now getthesi;i criminals.out .of here: they're
part of a criminal conspiracy I'm gonna file cria• I've been very-patient I've peen
Waiting a long timE;> I haven't brought Jtto court you can't keep .coming :down here
a17d messing with me· like i_his you don't even have_ the decency to call me before
yon come down and sfart stealing my shit now ger put·all.-of'you. You're not
leaving with one stick ofwood and yqu'd better bring that otherwootj back.you
sons· of bitches,fow!ife bastards P, 13:of 19, lines·2�21.

Whiie Mr. Vincelette did reference his .opposition to the Town using motorized 
vehicles ·on 'the Town's aci;:l;lss road, he alsa•acknowliadge.,:t thaUhe deed ·artpws 
motorized vehicles ort the· acce.ss· road for maintenance arid fot emergencies. AS Mr.

Chase testifiec,t .the Town of Hanovedruckswere. malnfal_nlng :the �0yes_s road I;,)( 
removing the.debris Mr. Vincelette hadJ:Haced on.the TciWn's·access road • 

. furthermore,-th.e deed does not alloW-.Mr. Vincelette to enforce.the mottiriz-ed vehicle, 
exclvsion. Paragr:;iph.C-ofthe d®d stated ttiat "The. Hanover Conservation 
Commission shall mak!'l and enforce regulations to prohibit on'the property;· {2) ·iise .of 
motorized· Vehicles, including snowmobiles, axcept for maintenance and protecfion of 
'the property:" (Em phi.Sis a(!ded.) Mr;Vincelette could not have a purpose to "en.force'' 
th.e deed: bec;ause he doe$.not have a right to enf<iro.e--ttie deed. 

As Mr. Vincelette's ownwords reveal h1s true intent- namely to prev.entthe·Town 
fl'l)m ''stealing my material.1:1," 1a111d ·ta�[ing] any more of IJlY· sh.if!'' -.defends1rit's motion ti:> 
dismiss on thatground fails .. 

Mt. Vincelette's Sue-ech Was Not Constitutl6nally·Protected 

Here, the. defendant's yelling at, cursing arand threatening of Town of-Aandver· 
emplciyees;aboµt the removal of his item·s and other:garbage. from.Town of'H_aoover 
property does not constitute· speech of i:,ublic concern. Instead, bavid Vincelette!s 
speech constitutes spe!,!ch. of private concern; sp,;,ciflcally.of-concem to DavidVinc.elette 
.alone. 
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Rell(ing on City of K�.ene, \t: Cleaveland, 1.67 N'.1-i. 731 {2015), defendant arg:ues 
tl')atthe aHegatlorn, in S (a). (b), .(e)..ind,(f} fail bec;;iuse-th<;,y are-constitutionally 
protected free speech. HoW.eyer;, as Uie:Cleaveland court notes,. "[Wlhether speech is 

. 
. . . .. . 

constikitionally proteded. requires an·analysr;; of whether the 1speech is ·of p_ublic or
private: i:;;oncern, .as dl;iten:nined by,.i!l't!te· circumstanees 'of the,.ease;' ir'lclut!ihg \lvbether 
fhet:hallen�edactivitiestake place ina traditional pulilfo•f�n.1tn. $nyderv. Phelps, 462: 
U.$ 443", 451 (2-01. 1). '.Speech dea)s:with n1a,t;ters of pµbJic concern.when it can pfil fairly 
considered as relatlo9to ,any matter olpollt!cal; so.clal ·or other-concem ta the 
.ppn:imµnJfy,., Id'. atAf:i:\ Speec;h ·011 ma.t\Elfla ofpublio concern 'is at the heart pf the First 
,Amendment's _protection." ·Id. at 451 s52 .. 'That 1s·oetause speadi coricer.riilii;J pubiic 
affairs is•more than self express(qn; lt.Js. the ,;ssence .pf-self-g9vernment.' _Id .. at 452. 
'Dedd\ng whether speech is :df pu!Jlit-or private concern requires'us to examine the 
coritent, form, and conte� oHhat$peech, -as reve.iled by:the wt10le record. ·1d. at.453. 
'lri considering content;'form ?lid context, no factor: is cUspositive, and it is necessary to.
evaluale.?U the circumstances ofthe speech;, including what was said, and how'(twas 
sa.id;' M,..•at454," Cleaveland,.167 N.H. at 7�9. 

lrrcontrastto 'the Cleaveland case in whi.i:h the City of Kaene di<:l;not-cli:s\llenge the 
conclusion that the. contentof .the. spe.ech -where defendants fi:illowed .closely the clty"i; 
par!<im;rel'.')fQrCement-9fficer.;i, yideotaping them, ,criticizing �!leirwork !:!nd puttir19 Woney. 
in eJ\j:!ired meters. before the. officers -could ticket - the State her.e disputes the notion · 
tl:l?t Mr, Vinc;elett,;,was eommenting on,an '.issue.of public..conc.E;,rn oi:i M<iY 16, 2016. A, 
governmenrs .ticketing of Citizens is an issue of public concern. Here

,.
· however, the 

rernqval. of Mr,VinG�ette's prop.erty.frorn Town proper:ty is not,an is::;ue of pu,blic 
concern. frideed, riO one besides.Mr. Vinceiette and the Town of Hanover employees 
were present on: the. ac;cess road fo the T<iozi tract. So. Mr. Vincelette was not !,)ringing 
a concerr.r to the public in a pubiic forum .. Instead,. he Was yeiling at, .cursing atand 

·tnreaten!ng Town employees.who W!'m;, dolrm ·theirjOb .by carting away years'. worth of
garbage ,he had accuinu'iated and left.on Town property. Again, Mr. Viricelette's:
aol<nowlei;lgerneAt that; p1,1r:;iuanUo:the deed, the Town could bring rnotorized. vehicles
OriJo its. ¢wn 'right .of 11Vay·f9r maintenance underci.rts Mr. Vlncelatte's argument that the
Town ·could ,notbrinQ·trucks down to ,cart .. off hii;rstuff he'had .be.en previously instructed
by'the Ci:iUitto remove.

As ·!\Arc Vi.ncelette·.s speech was not:,of a public· concern and therefore not
constitlitiona'ily ·pro'tet:ted., defendarit'.s:.argume.rit on that ground fails.as well.

WHEREFORE;; the St<'lt<:,;-reguests that "\his Honorable-Ooµr:t,: 

A.. 'DENY"ihe, D.efendant'sdVlo.tlonWlthotita hearing; Ot 
.13. HOLD a he.aring olrtrre,matter; or 
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¢. Grantany:other relief c!eemed pr9Per anc;i)ust. 

January .2, 2018 

Respectfully Submitted., 
STATE OF NEW' HAMPSHIR'.E: 

CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 

I /:lereby.certify,that. a copy of the. fonigoln.g !fas this day'l:ieerrfcirwarded to Jeremiah. R. 
Newhall, New Hampshire PublieDefen<;ler's'Offic!;l,:485. Ffoufo 10, Orford, NH @77t. 
coµn$!:!I for the peferidant. 

Respectfully· Submitted, 
STATE OF NEW HAMPSHIRE 

\. 
;. 
' 

i 

i 

l ' 

!. 
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Grafton, ss. 

STATE OF NEW HAMPSHIRE 
SUPERIOR COURT 

State of New Hampshire 
v. 

David Vincelette 
215-16-CR-408

REPLY TO STATE'S OBJECTION 

January, 2018 

1. The State makes three errors in its response. First, it fails to recognize the

proven public concein about the dispute between David Vincelette and

the Town of Hanover over his property on the Tanzi Natural Area.

Second, it confuses an intent to prevent theft with an intent to violate a

court order. Tirird, the State mistakenly believes that private speech is

not protected by the First Amendment

2 Firs\ +be State mistakenly.beJieve tbjs speech JATas not of p11h1ir concern 

"Speech deals with matters of public concern when it can be fairly 

considered as relating to any matter of political, social, or other concern 

to the community, or when it is a subject of legitimate news interest; 

that is,_ a subject of general interest and of value and concern to the 

public," Snyder v. Phelps, 562 U.S. 443, 453 (2011) (emphasis added) 

( citations and quotations omitted). In-between the issuance of the 

January 11 Court order and the May 16 incident, :Mr. Vincelette' s dispute 

with the Hanover government was already front-page news. The 
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attached Valley News article dated January 31, 2016, ran on the front 

page and details lv.[r. Vincelette' s dispute with the Town of Hanover 

about the removal of hls property and the pollution of the water. An 

allegation that_ a government is mistreating one _of its citizens

particularly.after having been covered in the front page of the Ieadmg 

local newspaper-is well within the definition of a "public concern." 

Such speech is not only protected but is at the core of the First 

Amendment. See Phelps. at 453. The State has not made any other 

argument to distinguish Cleveland. which controls here. 

3. Second, the State argues that Mr. Vincelette' s intent was to prevent theft

ofhis property. Even if that were true, the State mustprove a specific ·

intent to violate a court order. An intent to deter theft is not the same as

an intent to violate the Court's order, which did not authorize theft.

4. Third, the State misstates the law when it writes that an issue of private

concern is not c°.:1�_!:itu.�onally protected. The government is not free to

persecute private speech. See, e.g .• Klen v. City of Loveland, 661 F.3d 498,

509 (10th Cir. 2011) ("[P]laintiffs' speech was not robbed of constitutional

protection even if it involved only matters of private concern.");

Eichenlaub v. Twp. of Ind .. 385 F.3d 274,284 (3d Cir, 2004) {"In short,
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while speech on topics of public concern may stand on the 'higl::iest rung' 

on the ladder of the First Amendment, priv.ate speech (unless obscene or 

fighting words or the like) is still protected on the. First Amendment 

ladder."). That is why even lies about one's personal background, such

as false claims to have won a Medal of Honor, are protected by the First 

Amendment. United States v. Alvarez. 567 U.S. 709, 713 (2012). So even if

speech is only of private concern, the. First Amendment protects it. 

CERTIFICATEOF SERVICE 

I do hereby certify that a COPY,.£!' the foregoing was served in hand to 
opposing counsel this /� day of � 2018. 
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�--_ . 

r· 

AFFIDAVIT OF COUNSEL 

Affia:nt Jei;emiah R. Newhall, under oath, swears ·as follows: 

Dated: 

1: I obtained the attached print outs from the Dartmouth College Iil?rary 

· · . archives, and they are true �d accurate representations of the ·

: newspap_er. article as it ran on the front page of the Valley News on

January 31, .2016, and continued onthe full page ·of A6 of that sani.e 

newspap·er, and concluded on page A7 of that same newspaper. 

2. Further affiant sayeth not.

. -·-----·---·--·•-:· ·-. ·; .",•·;•·-=--

State of New Hampshire 

County _of Grafton 
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Grafton, ss. 

STATE OF NEW HAMPSHIRE 
SUPERIOR COURT 

State of New Hampshire 
v. 

David Vincelette 
215-16-CR-408

MOTION TO RECONSIDER AND 

February, 2018 

MOTION FOR TUDGMENT NOT WITHSTANDING THE VERDICT 

1. Mr. Vincelette raised several arguments for acquittal under the First

Amendment. He intended to also invoke the New Hampshire

Constitution, Part 1, Article 22. To the extent that this Court did not

consider the NH Constitution when it found that words were "not

protected speech," Mr. Vincelette moves to reconsider that order, and for

entry of judgment of not guilty notwithstanding the verdict.

2. Mr. Vincelette relies upon the same authorities as in his original

memorandum, but as it is an issue of state law, cites to federal authority

only for its persuasive authority.
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WHEREFORE, the Defendant, by and through counsel, respectfully prays 

this Honorable Court: 

A. RECONSIDER; and

B. ENTER judgment of Not Guilty notwithstanding the verdict.

Respectfully submitted: 

Jeremiah R. Newhall #21195 

New Hampshire Public Defender 

485 NH Route 10 

Orford, New Hampshire 03777 

( 603) 353-4440

CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 

I do hereby certify that a copy of the foregoing was served in hand to 

opposing counsel this __ day of---� 2018. 

Jeremiah R. Newhall 

Public Defender 
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STATE OF NEW HAMPSHIRE 

SUPERIOR COURT 

GRAFTON, SS. Docket No. 14-CV-372 

Town of Hanover 

V. 

David B. Vincelette 

ORDER 

This case was before the court on January 6, 2016, for a hearing on the 
plaintiffs Motion for Contempt and Request for Emergency Relief (Index #32). The 
plaintiff was present and represented by its counsel of record. The defendant 
appeared, pro se. Evidence was presented by offers of proof and by testimony. The 
plaintiff also placed certain photographs into evidence. For the reasons stated on the 
record and hereinafter, the plaintiff's motion is DENIED. 

A finding of contempt is discretionary by the court. In the Matter of Clark & 
Clark, 154 N.H. 420 (2006). In essence, the plaintiff asserts that the defendant is in 
contempt of the court's October 29, 2015 order requiring him "to immediately cease 
interfering with the plaintiff's exercise of its rights to remove the defendant's 
materials from the right of way and the plaintiffs property." More specifically, the 
plaintiff alleges that on November 6, 2015, the defendant parked his vehicle at the 
intersection of NJ-I. Rte. 120 and the right of way for the purpose of blocking the 
plaintiff's access and refused to move despite being Ordered by the police to do so. 
While the defendant does not deny that he interfered with the plaintiff's efforts to 
remove his debris on that.date as alleged, the evidence at the hearing was that the 
defendant parked at the intersection for approximately 10 to 15 minutes and then 
drove away and did not return. Moreover, the police were aware in short order that 
the defendant had left, but the plaintiff declined, nevertheless, to have its public 
works crew enter the right of way: 

While the defend,mt�s conduct on November 6, 2015, was in violation of the 
October 29, 2015 order, the defendant's actions were temporary in duration and do 
not w:arrant a finding of contempt or incarceration at this juncture, which would only 
inflame this situation. The plaintiffs renewed request for authorization to arrest the 
defendant should he again block its access to the right of way or interfere with its 
removal .of the debris is Denied for the reasons stated by the court o.n the. record and 
in its October 29, 2015 order. 

The fmego;ng no>wkhst,ndfog, the dcle•dmuI�'e� T ifi�Jc

immediately cease interfering with the plaintiff's exercisl · i 
. 

o move the
Ct.ERK·s:3.· 

.. 11.C/io
,.,. courr s·•,r .· · ·----. A H:0 . . ... • . . . .. ill; .. �!'it 

t o k, .. 
CC; S'pt"cfv,,- - J1?0,3c,,-, 

Vince /eHe. 
/'14 
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defendant's property from the right of way and the plaintiff's property. The court 
once more cautions the defendant that should he interfere further witµ the plaintiffs 
right to. access the right of way and/or its removal his property he may be found in 
contempt and possibly incarcerated on that basis. The defendant also risks arrest 
and criminal prosecution for contempt or on other grounds should he threaten the 
plaintiffs employees or continue to interfere with the plaintiffs lawful actions. 

SO ORDERED, this nth day of January 2016.

2 

wrence A MacLeod, 
Presiding Justice 
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GCAO Case Number: 211-2016-CR-0408/ MVl-0044 
Interview Date: May 16, 2016 
Transcription Date: September 21, 2017 

l David Vincelette: sir what are you doing on my this property here sir
2
3 Unidentified Officer: (unintelligible) enforce the court order 
4 David Vincelette: the court order says that 
5 
6 Unidentified Officer: (unintelligible) can I read it to you? 
7 David Vincelette: you read it? 
8 
9 Unidentified Officer: yup 

Io David Vincelette: I don't know if you can read it 
11 

12 Unidentified Officer: I can read it can you read (unintelligible) 
13 David Vincelette: hold on no I'm I'm gonna film this because you guys are 
14 
15 Unidentified Officer: so so are we 
16 David Vincelette: violating my rights here 
17 
18 Unidentified Officer: so are we (unintelligible) 
19 David Vincelette: good that's good we can we can compare 
20 

21 Unidentified Officer: this is your copy (unintelligible) 
22 David Vincelette: I'm not ready for that yet maybe you didn't notice 
23 
24 Unidentified Officer: are you gonna cooperate (unintelligible) 
25 David Vincelette: yes I'm gonna cooperate first I'm gonna start my camera 
26 

27 Unidentified Officer: OK OK 
28 David Vincelette: as I told you before (unintelligible) this is all (unintelligible) on this 
29 on this property 
30 

31 Unidentified Officer: eight to one we're speaking with the party now 
32 David Vincelette: (unintelligible) it's a violation (unintelligible) 
33 
34 Unidentified Officer: (unintelligible) cease and interfere with the Plaintiff's exercise of 
35 its rights to remove the Defendant's property from the right-of-way in the Plaintiff's 
36 property the Court once more cautions the Defendant that he should interfere 
37 (unintelligible) Plaintiff's (unintelligible) 
38 David Vincelette: should interfere I should interfere? 
39 

40 Unidentified Officer: (unintelligible) 
41 David Vincelette: I am listening you said I should interfere I just want to make sure I 
42 understand 
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1 Unidentified Officer: Defendant that should should the Defendant interfere 
2 David Vincelette: should the- OK that was different I'd like to know what you're saying 
3 if you gonna say you should tell the truth OK 
4 
5 Unidentified Officer: (unintelligible) 
6 David Vincelette: yeah I I'm say I'm just you want to read something at least read what 
7 it says OK please 
8 

9 Unidentified Officer: (unintelligible) I am (unintelligible) 
10 David Vincelette: OK because I says I you just told me I should interfere 
11 

12 Unidentified Officer: I said should he interfere, 
13 David Vincelette: that's the second time yes you did correct me 
14 

15 Unidentified Officer: further with the Plaintiff's right to access the right-of-way and/or 
16 remove his property 
17 David Vincelette: whose right-of-way is it sir 
18 

19 Unidentified Officer: from what I understand 
20 David Vincelette: it's. my right-of-way 
21 
22 Unidentified Officer: it's the Town of (unintelligible) 
23 David Vincelette: no it is not the Town's right-of-way for doing this the town is only 
24 allowed to bring vehicles in here when they're doing maintenance or emerg- they have 
25 not 
26 

27 Unidentified Officer: watch your step 
28 David Vincelette: they have not followed the deed for the last thirty-two years 
29 

30 Unidentified Officer: well I came ba-
31 David Vincelette: you're on the wrong side 
32 

33 Unidentified Officer: all right so are you gonna 
34 David Vincelette: you I've already told you I'm (unintelligible) get out of here you're 
35 not allowed on this property 
36 

37 Unidentified Officer: are you gonna cooperate (unintelligible) or 
38 David Vincelette: (unintelligible) who are these people 
39 

40 Unidentified Person: they work for the town of Hanover 
41 David Vincelette: OK what are their names 
42 
43 Unidentified Person: I'm not giving (unintelligible) 
44 David Vincelette: I know you're not giving me, you didn't give me the names the last 
45 time a bunch of, you brought a bunch of thugs down here to take my stuff 
46 
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I U11ide11tified Officer: (unintelligible) Vincelette 
2 David Vincelette: you are using people who are involved in an illegal s-
3 
4 Unidentified Officer: Defendant also (unintelligible) 
5 David Vincelette: be quiet please sir I'm talking 
6 

7 Unide.ntified Officer: don't don't touch me 
8 David Vincelette: I a111 not touching you 
9 

10 Unidentified Officer: OK 
11 David Vincelette: I'm in a conversation and you're interrupting 
12 
13 Unidentified Officer: well you started the conversation 
14 David Vincelette: just wait I'm gonna ta- I don't care about your (unintelligible) 
15 
16 Unidentified Officer: well you started it 
17 David Vincelette: the conversation with you's over 
18 
19 Unidentified Officer: OK, are you gonna cooperate with this or not 
20 David Vincelette: .cooperate in what way 
21 
22 Unidentified Officer: are you gonna allow them to remove the property 
23 David Vincelette: I am not gonna allow these vehicles in here they can remo- I have 
24 told them a million times they can take anything they want to whenever they want to 
25 

26 Unidentified Person: OK 
27 David Vincelette: they can't bring vehicles down (unintelligible) 
2.8 

29 Unidentified Person: OK 
30 David Vincelette: OK 
31 
32 Unidentified Officer: so how do you expect to remove the items (unintelligible) 
33 David Vincelette: I don't expect anything sir this is I have a legal right-of-way this is a 
34 private walking trail 
35 
36 Unidentified Person: OK 
37 David Vincelette: vehicles are not allowed down here unl.ess they're 
38 

39 Unidentified Person: stand by 
40 David Vincelette: my vehicles or doing maintenance or lt's an emergency 
41 
42 Unidentified Person: OK 
43 David Vincelette: these people for thirty4wo years have denied their obligation to 
44 maintain the sewer right-of-way 
45 
46 
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l Unidentified Person: OK
2 David Vincelette: and I have been hurt by it to the point that I cannot move on this 
3 land 
4 

5 Unidentified Officer: OK so 
6 David Vincelette: now they come in the summertime they didn't maintain it for the last 
7 two years (unintelligible) court's order for them to do so 
8 
9 Unidentified Officer: OK 

1 0 David Vincelette: OK so they're not taking my stl)ff up this road in illegi:illy machines 
11 they can walk it up piece by piece I have no problem with it this is 
12 
13 Unidentified Officer: all right 
14 David Vincelette: not a driving road for their vehicles 
15 
16 Unidentified Officer: OK all right if that's the that's the case if you're gonna interfere 
17 with that 
18 David Vincelette: I'm not interfering sir I'm telling you the facts 
19 
20 Unidentified Officer: OK 
21 David Vincelette: OK the judge has ordered me that I can be on t.his road I can block 
22 these vehicles 
23 
24 Unidentified Officer: mm hmm 
25 David Vincelette: yeah it's not illegal 
26 
27 Unidentified Officer: all right 
28 David Vincelette: they cannot take this material of mine out of here in vehicles 
29 illegally OK I have taken the deed to the town I've taken the deed to the police chief 
30 they know that they're supposed to maintain this road they refuse they know that they're 
31 not allowed vehicles in and out of do you have the right to come down here in a vehic.le 
32 
33 Unidentified Officer: it's a right-of-way from the town of Hanover 
34 David Vincelette: no it's not it's not for public vehicles unless it's an emergency 
35 

36 Unidentified Officer: (unintelligible) that's that's not for me to decide OK 
37 David Vincelette: I know you're yes you're just doing your job right 
38 
39 Unidentified Officer: exactly 
40 David Vincelette: Just like he's just doing his job putting asphalt waste (unintelligible) 
41 in the brook right 
42 
43 
44 
45 
46 
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I Unidentified Officer: ( unintelligible) 
· 2 David Vincelette: he's just doing his job who's who you come up to m- and see what 

3 they're doing, where they put paint in the asphalt waste that they're dumping in my 
4 drinking water 
5 
6 Unidentified Officer: that's (unintelligible) know nothing about that I know nothing 
7 David Vincelette: yes (unintelligible) oh you know nothing about it I've been trying to 
8 get information out for y.ears they this man is a criminal he's involved in a criminal 
9 

10 Unidentified Officer: OK 
11 David Vincelette: conspiracy 
12 
13 Unidentified Officer: lis- listen (unintelligible) 
14 David Vincelette: he's on my property I would like you to arrest him 
15 
16 Unidentified Officer: OK he's on the Hanover right-of-way 
17 David Vincelette: no 
18 
19 Unidentified Person: I'm onTtown of Hanover 
20 David Vincelette: he he's on town 
21 
22 Unidentified Officer: OK so he's not 
23 David Vincelette: this land was stolen land sir 
24 
25 Unidentified Officer: OK that 
26 David Vincelette: this town was in the town purchased this land with the agreement 
27 that they would maintain this road 
28 

29 Unidentified Person: (unintelligible) 
30 David Vincelette: they have never done it 
31 
32 Unidentified Person: all right then can we move over 
33 David Vincelette: you're not taking any of my stuff off this property 
34 
35 Unidentified Person: well I need to pull that truck up 
36 David Vincelette: yes you do but you need to empty it first 
37 
38 Unidentified Person: no 
39 David Vincelette: yes you're not taking 
40 
41 Unidentified Person: are you blocking the truck 
42 David Vincelette: (unintelligible) you 
43 
44 
45 
46 
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I Unidentified Officer: Dave, Dave (unintelligible) 
2 David Vincelette: how many of you guys (unintelligible) goes to the brook in my · 
3 property how many how many of you have ever I want to know you guys (unintelligible) 
4 no no no the town manager said every town employee must answer questions from any 
5 citizen of the town that's the that's the order. Do you work for the town sir, do you work 
6 for the town 
7 

8 Unidentified Officer: (unintelligible) he's not gonna talk to you he's not gonna talk to 
9 you 

IO Dav.id Vincelette: he's required by the town manager to answer questions 
11 

12 Unidentified Officer: he's not gonna talk (unintelligible) he's not gonna (unintelligible) 
13 David Vincelette: you men are coming out here to ste.al my materials you men are 
14 Hanover employees wait no we're not done 
15 

16 Unidentified Person: we're we're leaving (unintelligible) 
17 David Vincelette: men you bring my fuckin' firewood back here we been cutting wood 
18 all winter keeping men warm you men who have spray- you've never done the job the 
19 town told me that you were gonna do. It's not your fault I know that but none of you 
20 have ever come down here to maintain my road but you're all down here to smash and 
21 take my shit work for these bastards who are polluting the water 
22 
23 Unidentified Officer: are you gonna allow 
24 David Vincelette: take your asses out of here don't take any of my more more of my 
25 stuff you're not allowed to steal you're not allowed to pollute the water I have a picture 
26 of every one of you you know what 
27 
28 Unidentified Officer: (unintelligible) don't touch me (unintelligible) 
29 David Vincelette: under- I'm not touching I'm trying to get through and you're blocking 
30 me. Every one of you OK I'm just telling you for your own 
31 
32 Unidentified Person: back the next truck (unintelligible) 
33 David Vincelette: I'm telling you for your own protection every one of you is personally 
34 liable for the fact that asphalt waste is illegally been dumped along the roads that every 
35 one of you is a truck driver that's personally responsible that is a position the town has 
36 put you in I'm not blaming you I'm blaming the men and women in the town who didn't 
37 as.k the tow- the people what they should do they had you go out and do their dirty work. 
38 and now they're doing it again and how many of you are there, one two three four five 
39 six seven seven town employees 
40 

41 Unidentified Officer: Dave, Dave can I (unintelligible) 
42 David Vincelette: coming down here to mess with me and my people trying to keep 
43 Warm with with 
44 
45 
46 
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1 Unidentified Officer: can I can I talk to you 
2 David Vincelette: police with cameras with this lying son of a bitch whose polluted this 
3 water for thirty years and lied aboutit and knows he's lying about it and know he's 
4 

5 Unidentified Officer: Dave 
6 David Vincelette: gonna be in court about it 
7 

8 Unidentified Officer: are you gonna interfere with the removal 
9 David Vincelette: I does it does it seem like an interference to you 

10 

11 Unidentified Officer: it does 
12 David Vincelette: how so 
13 
14 Unidentified Officer: with the way you're talking (unintelligible) 
15 David Vincelette: I'm enforcing the law sir 
16 
17 Unidentified Officer: OK 
18 David Vincelette: sir 
19 

20 Unidentified Person: bring the next (unintelligible) it's on the way 
21 David Vincelette: sir I'm a federal officer OK 
22 
23 Unidentified Person: OK. 
24 David Vincelette: I've been doing investigation for thirty years on the what's going on 
25 in this town 
26 

27 Unidentified Person: OK 
28 David Vincelette: every one of you keep get swing the camera 'cause you're all 
29 gonna be in court and this guy who told you what to do and you did it just because you 
30 not you know you're doing something wrong every one ofyou knows they're spreading 
31 asphalt waste on 
32 

33 Unidentified Officer: OK, Dave 
34 David Vincelette: the gravel roads where it's going in the 
35 
36 Unidentified Officer: Dave 
37 David Vincelette: water every one of you 
38 
39 Unidentified Officer: Dave 
40 David Vincelette: (unintelligible) personally responsible for coming in here and 
41 messing with me you have a job to do you don't have to do it things are illegal you have 
42 a responsibility not to do things that are illegal every one of you's gonna be up there 
43 testifying did you ever did you ever spread asphalt waste on Moose Mountain 
44 
45 

46 
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1 Unidentified Officer: Dave 
2 David Vincelette: did you ever did you ever spread (unintelligible) on Moose 
3 Mountain, I'm asking questions 
4 
5 Unidentified Officer: he's notgonna answer your questions 
6 Unidentified Person: Dave Dave 
7 David Vincelette: he has to it's the law it's what the town manager says 
8 

9 Unidentified Officer: he's not (unintelligible) questions Dave 
10 Unidentified Person: Dave 
11 
12 Unidentified Person: Dave ask me they don't (unintelligible) 
13 David Vincelette: OK 
14 
15 Unidentified Person: yes we've put recycled asphalt on the roads 
16 David Vincelette: speak in the camera so he can it'll be easierto fede-
17 
18 Unidentified Person: (unintelligible) don'ttouch me 
19 David Vincelette: (unintelligible) in the federal court 
20 

21 Unidentified Person: .don't t.ouch don't touch me 
22 David Vincelette: oh (unintelligible) not even a fatherly touch 
23 
24 Unidentified Person: (unintelligible) 
25 David Vincelette: OK no touch (unintelligible) it's different when I go and talk to 
26 people huh you call the police on me if I call have you spread asphalt waste up on 
27 Moose Mountain 
28 

29 Unidentified Person: (unintelligible) no 
30 David Vincelette: rio there's no Moose M- there's no asphalt waste up there 
31 
32 Unidentified Person: not no 
33 David Vincelette: OK get this in a close up I want to see 'ca.use when we rn,t in the 
34 (unintelligible) 
35 

36 Unidentified Person: don't touch me 
37 Unidentified Officer: DaveDave listen 
38 David Vincelette: I want he's not doing the job 
39 
40 Unidentified Officer: Dave can we go over there and talk about this 
41 David Vincelette: no we can't talk about it you got me all pissed off now 
42 
43 Unidentified Officer: 11 see that (wnintelligible) 
44 
45 
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1 David Vincelette: got twelve twenty people in a fuckin' conspiracy you all come down 
2 here think you can mess with (unintelligible) get your asses out of here I want that damn 
3 wood back no no no no trucks down here no no no (unintelligible) no no no no no hey 
4 stop no hey (unintelligible) 
5 

6 Unidentified Officer: Dave are you gonna allow (unintelligible) or not 
7 David Vincelette: I (unintelligible) 
8 

9 Unidentified Officer: are you gonna allow them remove this property from this 
JO roadway 
11 David Vincelette: there's (unintelligible) on the roadway 
12 
13 Unidentified Officer: OK (unintelligible) 
14 David Vincelette: they can move anything from the road (unintelligible) 
15 

16 Unidentified Officer: (unintelligible) so you gonna you're gonna sit there on top of the 
17 stuff that they have to remove Dave 
18 David Vincelette: excuse me? 
19 

20 Unidentified Officer: you gonna stay there while (unintelligible) try to remove the stuff 
21 David Vincelette: I'm I'm trying to call a friend of mine to come help me, I'm a 
22 disabled veteran I have a hip I'm supposed to have replaced you can g-, you want to 
23 come grab me? 
24 
25 Unidentified Officer: no I'm not (unintelligible) 
26 David Vincelette: I'm not blocking you the road's not blocked what's the problem sir 
27 

28 Unidentified Officer: so are you gonna 
29 David Vincelette.: you're here to fix that blockage of the road aren't you? There is no 
30 blockage of the road except those two men standing there 
31 
32 Unidentified Person: David we're here to remove anything on town property 
3.3 Unidentified Officer: David are you on this paragraph the last paragraph that piece of 
34 paper you're holding 
35 David Vincelette: yes that you're not allowed to use ma-machines to do it 
36 

37 Unidentified Officer: are you gonna interfere with the (unintelligible) 
38 David Vincelette: this road 
39 

40 Unidentified Officer: to remove the Defendant's property from the right-of-way 
41 David Vincelette: is for no- listen wait a second I'm having a conversa- you keep 
42 talking over me when I'm talking 
43 
44 Unidentified Officer: and the Plaintiff's property 
45 David Vincelette: did you listen, are you listening to me I was having a conversation 
46 
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1 Unidentified Officer: (unintelligible) listening to me 
2 David Vincelette: you aren't listening 
3 
4 Unidentified Officer: oh I'm listening but you're not listening 
5 David Vincelette: I'm trying to unders0 get you to understand they can bring a truck in 
6 here and and clean the road they say, do you agree? 
7 

8 Unidentified Officer: they're gonna back the (unintelligible) 
9 David Vincelette: is the road dirty, is the road filled with stuff 

10 

11 Unidentified Person: Dave 
12 David Vincelette: hello let's speak English OK that's the only language I'm really any 
13 good at 
14 
15 Unidentified Person: (unintelligible) in English we're here to remove anything on town 
16 property that's why 
17 David Vincelette: OK you're here to remove anything on to- he's not here to follow 
18 that order and move the 
19 

20 Unidentified Officer: that's what it says it says they're here to remove the property 
21 that is on the Plaintiff's property (unintelligible) 
22 David Vincelette: but they have no reason to use emergency vehicles to do it 
23 
24 Unidentified Officer: that's not an emergency vehicle it's a dump truck 
25 David Vincelette: that's right get it out of here they're only allowed emergency 
26 vehicles you've getting it you're getting it aren't ya, that's not an emergency to move 
27 town materials they can come down do it anytime they want 
28 

29 Unidentified Person: you h;:ive that 
30 David Vincelette: it's in a writing 
31 
32 Unidentified Person: (unintelligible) paper (unintelligible) 
33 David Vincelette: the deed, I've seen it at, I've taken it to town, where's the police 
34 chief, where's the police chief 
35 

36 Unidentified Officer: (unintelligible) I don't know 
37 David Vincelette: he's he's been given the information I've had meetings with him 
38 about it it's been there for thirty-two years I'm br-
39 

40 Unidentified Person: Dave Dave 
41 David Vincelette: this road is riot a road for you to come down and pick up my stuff 
42 

43 Unidentified Person: Dave Dave hello are you gonna block (unintelligible) 
44 David Vincelette: you're not gonna take the stuff that's not yours how do you even 
45 know .it's mine 
46 
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Unidentified Person: so you're saying you're not gonna (unintelligible) 
2 David Vincelette.: I'm saying you're gonna be too smartto take it 
3 

4 Unidentified Person: no I'm not 
5 David Vincelette: you are you gotta be you would take my, you would take the wood 
6 
7 Unidentified Person: I would think that I th.ink (unintelligible) 
8 David Vincelette: you would take this wood that we're cleaning so we can have heat 
9 

10 Unidentified Person: (unintelligible) 
11 Unidentified Officer: Dave he's removing the stuff that is on town property that's what 
12 he's doing that's (unintelligible) 
13 David Vincelette: try to get Ryan over here say again 
14 
15 Unidentified Officer: they are removing the items 
16 David Vincelette: right 
17 

18 Unidentified Officer: that are on town property that's why they're here 
19 David Vincelette: and and they're free to do that anytime they want anything they 
20 want 
21 

22 Unidentified Officer: that's why we're here 
23 David Vincelette: can't have machines to do it it's in the it's in the deed 
24 

25 Unidentified Officer: that and 11 don't have the answer for you (unintelligible) 
26 David Vincelette: I under- you're that's right you don't have an answer for me that's 
27 the fact though and I I'll walk over there and get the deed if you need to see it. Vehicles 
28 are not this is a trail- a nature trail there supposed to be under the deed 
29 

50 Unidentified Officer: so whose truck is this 
31 David Vincelette: that's mine I own a right-of-way there's no other vehicles allowed in 
32 and out 
33 
34 Unidentified Officer: how do you own a right-of-way 
35 David Vincelette: 'cause ah this land belonged to a family they created the right-of-
36 way to benefit them not to benefit the town they gave the they gave the land around it to 
37 the town with the understanding the town would maintain the road they never did thirty-
38 two years the deed says specifically in it the only use uh for the town is for maintenance 
39 and for emergencies otherwise town vehicles are not supposed to be using it they have 
40 no right-of-way for these dump trucks coming down here 
41 
42 Unidentified Officer: so 
43 David Vincelette: and stealing my shit 
44 
45 

46 
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1 Unidentified Officer: are you gonna s- are you gonna sit on this these stacks of wood 
2 David Vincelette: I'm gonna I'm gonna w- go wherever I'm a free man maybe you 
3 didn't have you ever seen free men here in New Hampshire 
4 

5 Unidentified Officer: well then I ask you 
6 David Vincelette: I'm a soldier 
7 
8 Unidentified Officer: they're gonna 
9 David Vincelette: I'm a retired Army officer and I'm not gonna take these. assholes 

10 messing with me anymore OK they've committed state and federal crime I've gone to 
11 the to everybody everybody in your chain of command OK everybody nobody gives a 
12 shit guess what I give a shit (unintelligible) 
13 
14 Unidentified Officer: all right 
15 David Vincelette: no they're not using them they can come down their knees they can 
16 come down in ah wheelchairs they (unintelligible) on crutches they can take a piece at a 
17 time one at a time just like I brought it however I wanted to do it I I'm a free man they're 
18 
19 Unidentified Officer: so how come you won't remove your property from the town's 
20 property (unintelligible) 
21 David Vincelette: we are we been working our ass off trying do it look how much they 
22 had pictures (unintelligible) !akin' in my frickin' window I've got this whole thing rigged 
23 up (unintelligible) every day does this look disorganized to you it's a bunch of firewood 
24 and we're taking apart to heat the darnn house for homeless people and they need five 
25 people to come here and steal our damn wood had enough of these bastards OK 
26 they're pollute- you want to s.ee a crime, come over with me and we'll go over that you 
27 don't want to see it 
28 

29 Unidentified Officer: I'm not here (unintelligible) 
30 David Vincelette: nobodywa- take your hand out of your pocket when you're talking 
31 to me 
32 
33 Unidentified Officer: what are you (unintelligible) 
34 David Vincelette: get your hand out of your pocket are you gonna shoot me? 
35 

36 Unidentified Officer: why are you yell- (unintelligible) 
37 David Vincelette: what the fuck you got your hand in your pocket for 
38 

39 Unidentified Officer: we're cold 
40 David Vincelette: what are you fuckin' were you in the military? 
41 
42 
43 
44 

45 
46 
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1 Unidentified Officer: no 
2 DavidVincelette: y-you know you guys are fuckin' disgusting look at this fat bastard 
3 here filming you got your fuckin' hand in their pocket what's this excuse for a man you 
4 (unintelligible) people down here and steal fuckin' homeless people's fuckin' firewood 
5 get the fuck out of here now I'm fuckin' sick of(unintelligible) fuckin' asshole 
6 (unintelligible) people (unintelligible) fuckin' house you know good and well what is 
7 going on here these people didn't fuck with me (unintelligible) and you know all about it 
8 these men are attempting to do criminal activity on my property 
9 

10 Unidentified Person: (unintelligible) 
11 David Vincelette: they're stealing my shit these people are paid to to pollute my water 
12 now they're being paid to steal my shit 
13 
14 Unidentified Officer: (Unintelligible) 
15 David Vincelette: I've had enough now get these criminals out of here they're part of 
16 a criminal conspiracy I'm gonna file cha- I've. been very patient I've been waiting a long 
17 time I haven't brought it to court you can't keep coming down here and messing with me 
18 like this you don't even have the decency to call me before you come down an.d start 
19 stealing my shit now get out all of you. You're not leaving with one stick of wood and 
20 you'd better bring that other wood back you sons of bitches lowlife bastards 
21 
22 Unidentified Officer: (unintelligible) video person right up so we can videotape that 
23 too (unintelligible) OK 
24 David Vincelette: yeah hello dispatch I'd like to speak to ah Hanover Hanover chief of 
25 police. Yes for me it .is yes it's an emergency. There's a bunch of trucks coming down 
26 here they've come illegally into the nature preserve to take a bunch of wood and stuff I 
27 have down here and uh I've been with talking with the chief of police no vehicles are 
28 allowed down here unless it's an emergency or they're doing maintenance they've .got a 
29 backhoe and it's a bunch of the same people who've been dumping the asphalt waste in 
30 the brook they've got all- my address is 93 Lebanon Street it's down the Tanzi nature 
31 preserve there's a group of about ten people who are involved in the. criminal-nai 
32 conspiracy to dump asphalt waste in the water they're truck drivers they got 'Elm all to 
33 come down here to mess with me they got three poli- they've got three sheriffs and a 
34 sheriff taking pictures of me. They're harassing me they're taking my stuff and they're 
35 my last name is Vincelette. W- It's OK if you get some facts in there. Excuse me? I 
36 can't hear you. David yes my first name isn't that important but ah I I'd like the chief of 
37 police knows no ah vehicles are supposed to be down here I've asked him repeatedly to 
38 stop it but they're down here they didn't call me or anything they're down here sheriffs 
39 trucks backhoe none of those vehicles are allowed to be down here unless there's an 
40 emergency or ifs uh a they're doing maintenance neither of which is happening they're 
41 removing things uh the is the police chief available or is any policeman available is 
42 officer uh Sargent there or well no it's not really OK I need someone over here now you 
43 know so as soon as possible let them know (unintelligible) myself. Say again? OK are 
44 they at the top of the hill? Sorry they're not (unintelligible) 
45 
46 
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1 Unidentified Officer: (unintelligible) top ofthe hill (unintelligible) 
2 David Vincelette: so so so you'll have a bunch (unintelligible) OK thank you bye. 
3 know you guys are just doing your job (uninteHigible) 
4 

5 Unidentified Person: (unintell,igible) lieutenant came out 
6 David Vincelette: yup. 
7 

8 Unidentified Person: (unintelligible) to move this wood in tell him we can go by the 
9 wood so that they can move (unintelligible) on your property um (unintelligible) 

10 David Vincelette: when was this (unintelligible) 
11 

12 Unidentified Pers.on: I can't I can't Dave 
13 David Vinc.elette: you can't 
14 
15 Unidentified Person: I can't 
16 David Vincelette: are you a truck driver? I'm allowed to talk to people he's supposed 
17 to talk to me 
18 
19 Unidentified Officer: (unintelligible) 
20 David Vincelette: that's their the rules of the town he doesn't what 
21 
22 Unidentified Officer: I know I'm just watching to make sure he's on (unintelligible) 
23 David Vincelette: see there's another one who refuses to speak to me they've told 
24 them they don't have to speak to me even though the even though the town manager's 
25 policy is they have to speak to you this 
26 

27 Unidentified Officer: their boss wants to talk to you about that 
28 David Vincelette: who's their boss 
29 

30 Unidentified Officer: he is 
31 David Vincelette: I don't want to talk - I know everything he knows 
32 

33 Unidentified Officer: he doesn't want, that's (unintelligible) 
34 David Vincelette: he has men doing something that's illegal does that bother you at 
35 all 
36 
37 Unidentified Officer: (unintelligible) do.their job (unintelligible) 
38 David Vincelette: their job is not they've never been here before how can this be their 
39 job their job is driving trucks of asphalt and dumping it and moving asphalt and stuff like 
40 that This iim't what they do. You're being brought down here just to mess with me. 
41 You seen any blockage in the road (unintelligible) that's my wife's manure that's horse 
42 manure uh {unintelligible) 
43 
44 
45 

46 
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Unidentified Person: you are are you 1 
2 

3 

4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 

David Vincelette: I'm refusing to let you do stuff that is not allowed in the deed I you 
can come down here you can't use you can come down here to do maintenance and 

. 
. 

you come down here for emergencies that's in the deed other (unintelligible) not allowed 
to not allowed to bring vehicles 

Unidentified Person: problem the problem that I have is 
David Vincelette: yup 

Unidentified Person: (unintelligible) every time (unintelligible) 
David Vincelette: (unintelligible) told the truth on your side 

Unidentified Person: I don't know is it (unintelligible) 
David Vincelette: OK well it's just you so you wouldn't know 

Unidentified Person: yup 

10 

11 
12 

13 

14 
15 

16 
17 
18 

19 
20 
21 
22 

23 

24 
25 

26 
27 

28 
29 

30 
31 
32 

33 
34 

David Vincelette: but ah if you (unintelligible) tell the truth then you know but anyway 

Unidentified Person: (unintelligible) what what I didn't hear what you said 
David Vincelette: I know you didn't understand me Mike what (unintelligible) you you 
know that the town has been dumping asphalt waste and you re- and you say they don't 
dump it on Moose Mountain, right 

Unidentified Person: I'm I'm here to remove stuff (unintelligible) 
David Vincelette: yeah I'm asking you a question you're your they want me to talk to 
you 

Unidentified Person: yup 
David Vincelette: you're the representative from the town from the highway 
department you're here 

Unidentified Person: yup 
David Vincelette: town manager's policy is 

35 Unidentified Person: yup 
36 David Vincelette: that all employees 
37 
38 Unidentified Person: (unintelligible) listening (unintelligible) 
39 David Vincelette: will speak openly and honestly 
40 
41 Unidentified Person: yup 
42 David Vinc1;1lette: to to (unintelligible) 
43 

44 Unidentified Person: and so won't the person I'm talking to 
45 David Vincelette: I'm I'm speaking honestly how long have you been dump- a:t the 
46 trucks of asphalt waste been recycling in Hanover 
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l Unidentified .Qfficer: (unintelligible) wbat does that have to do with this (unintelligible)
2 David Vincelette: I please this has to do with whether he has a (unintelligible) or not 
3 
4 Unidentified Person: well if you want we can move in front of the truck and these 
5 guys continue loading (unintelligible) 
6 David Vincelette: I want I want this to be so that so we can look at it later 
7 
8 Unidentified Person: (unintelligible) yeah yeah (unintelligible) we'll go ahead and start 
9 cleaning while we're having a conversation 

10 David Vincelette: (unintelligible) no don't start cleaning these vehicles are not allowed 
11 here to do cleaning 
12 

13 Unidentified Person: we're here to clean Dave 
14 David Vincelette: you may be here to clean that's right you're here to clean 
15 
16 Unidentified Person: yes 
17 David Vincelette: yes but you're not allowed under the deed to you can only come 
18 down here for emergencies or maintenance of the road 
19 

20 Unidentified Person: that's this that's (unintelligible) read the deed I haven't seen the 
21 deed 
22 David Vincelette: I've seen the de.ed and you should have seen the deed 
23 
24 Unidentified Person: I have to rely on 
25 David Vincelette: since I been been l've given to the police chief I've given it to the 
26 town the the town 
27 
28 Unidentified Person: (unintelligible) court 
29 David Vincelette: yes I gave it to the courts 
30 

31 Unidentified Person: why did they tell us (unintelligible) 
32 David Vincelette: they do it sa- show me the show me the order 
33 
34 Unidentified Officer: you got it right there it's in your hand I gave it to you it's the 
35 same thing I had in my hand right here on the bottom I highlighted it for myself nope 
36 right there in the. front page right there start at the bottom of this front page Defendant's 
37 ordered yet again to (unintelligible) interfere in the Plaintiff's exercise of its rights to 
38 remove Defendant's property from the right-of-way and the Plaintiff's property 
39 (unintelligible) 
40 David Vincelette: (unintelligible) property 
41 
42 
43 

44 
45 
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I Unidentified Officer: (unintelligible) the town of Hanover once more cautions the 
2 Defendant that he shouldn't interfere further with the Plaintiffs right to access the right-
3 of-way and/or its removal of the property he may be found in contempt and possibly 
4 incarcerated on that basis 
5 David Vincelette: but I I'm not stopping them from from taking the property I'm 
6 (unintelligible) them from having these vehicles down here they can come down with a 
7 wagon a wheelbarrow they can do anything they want they're not allowed to bring 
8 vehicles down here for this reason 
9 

10 Unidentified Officer: (unintelligible) 
11 David Vinc.elette: (unintelligible) anyway hey I just told you I told the last guy who 
12 came down here you can come down here and take it all you can't do it with these 
13 machines 
14 

15 Unidentified Person: but I am doing it (unintelligible) 
16 David Vincelette.:. you're trying to do it with those machines 
17 
18 Unidentified Person: yes 
19 David Vincelette: yes 
20 

21 Unidentified Person: (unintelligible) machines 
22 David Vincelette: OK but that's a violation of my deed so I have I have an obligation 
23 
24 Unidentified Person: what's the obligation 
25 Unidentified Person: (unintelligible) the attitude 
26 

27 Unidentified Person: yes 
28 Unidentified Person: is gonna get him going even more so you may just want to just 
29 kinda (unintelligible) little more 
30 

31 Unidentified Person: I don't know you 
32 David Vincelette: he doesn't need you don't need to know him 
33 
34 Unidentified Person: just be a little bit more sympathetic (unintelligible) 
35 David Vincelette: what's that have to do with anything 
36 
37 Several people talking over each other 
38 
39 David Vincelette: (unintelligible) because you're y-you think you think you can 
40 confrontational with me and (unintelligible) even though you're not allowed to you can 
41 bring a a a a hundred thousand dollar here machine to mess with me right you think I 
42 can't take that machine out if I want to 
43 
44 Unidentified Person: (unintelligible) 
45 David Vincelette: (unintelligible) yeah you (unintelligible) you've heard in court I'm a 
46 very violent man 
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Unidentified Person: you've only you've only come close to assaulting me once that l 
2 know 
3 David Vincelette: yeah and and you only assaulted me for how many years now, how 
4 many how many years d.id my babies swim in that brook before you told me there was 
5 asphalt waste that they pumped into the brook Mike, when did you first tell me asphalt 
6 waste had been putin the brook 
7 
8 Unidentified Person: never 
9 Oayid Vincelette: that's right you never told me Mike 

10 

11 Unidentified Person: Dave (unintelligible) 
12 David Vincelette: you never told me they were you were poisoning the water did you 
13 you.never told any of these. men that that was illegal to put asphalt waste where it goes 
14 in the water did you but let me ask you one question Mike it'll be good on in federal 
15 court whe- who is paid to remove the the paint who is paid to remove the asphalt with 
16 paint on it before it gets recycled, just answer that question Mike you'll be home free 
17 
18 Unidentified Person: all right 
19 David Vincelette: so who Mike who who Mike 
20 
21 Unidentified Officer: Dave Dave 
22 David Vincelette: who makes sure paint and other impurities don't get ground up into 
23 the town recycling 
24 

25 Unidentified Officer: Mr. Vincelette 
26 David Vincelette: I'm asking a question he's on the verge of admitting a federal crime 
27 and you're gonna jump in and and stop it Mike who's responsible to make sure the paint 
28 is not discarded into the asphalt waste recycling program 
29 

30 Unidentified Person: (unintelligible) 
31 David Vincelette: yeah there's your answer right there OK he's got look look at him in 
32 the little orange jumpsuit there in the men's shower lying to them you're not bringing any 
33 machines down to fuck with me Mike you're a criminal you're running a criminal 
34 enterprise you're involved with private contractors who are dumping poison in the water 
35 I'm not at all i-it's all there Mike you want to come down and mess with me some more 
'.l6 
37 Unidentified Person: Dave (unintelligible) 
38 David Vincelette: then when then when they then when you get put in federal prison 
39 I'll I'll be able to say 
40 
41 
42 

43 
44 
45 
46 
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· 1 Unidentified Person: (unintelligible) 
2 David Vincelette: oh yeah I think you should all (unintelligible) a few more years 
3 'cause he stood there even when he was told the fucking truth he stood there and still 
4 attempted to use these machines to badger somebody who's been screwed with for 
5 thirty years you all.owed my w- my children be shit on said it was no big fuckin' deal and 
6 then hid the fact that you're polluting their water more go to hell Mike, get these fuckin' 
7 machines out of here I'm gonna file federal charges I've waited I don't want to go to 
8 fuckin' court I don't want to deal with you assholes you give me no fuckin' choice I let 
9 you get away last summer, last fall we been working here trying to clean it up you want 

10 to keep fuckin' with me Mike Just keep fuckiri' with me 'cause you Julia Griffin Dartmouth 
11 Casella Waste, who else who else is involved in it Mike L&M Construction they've all 
12 dumped paint up in there and it's all been ground up and put in the water and you lie 
13 about the fact that it wasn't put on Moose Mountain I know it's there we found it there 
14 it's everywhere get your shit out of here Mike this is the last (unintelligible} I'm gonna file 
15 personal charges against you 'cause I know you I can prove you fucked with me and 
16 every one of these guys gonna be you know what you don't realize Mike is every one of 
17 these men that you had doing illegal stuff every one of their houses is on the line it's 
18 personal liability for the- for putting the shit in the water. Personal liability means every 
19 person in the chain of command is liable for everything they own. These trucks need to 
20 get out of here they can take every piece they want anytime they want they're not 
21 bringing vehicles illegally on my property take this stuff this is a nature trail I have a right 
22 to go they don't 
23 
24 Unidentified Officer: yeah so if they stay here continue loading are you gonna 
25 interfere with them to do this this to go by this court order 
26 David Vincelette: I'm gonna go, first I'm gonna go get the police here then I'm gonna 
27 find out what I have to do to keep my belongings here I'm not interfering I'm I've told 
28 them straight out what they're doing is illegal I'm gonna go to get a you you have the 
29 other order? 
30 
31 Unidentified Officer: this .is the ori- this is another one we have two 
32 David Vincelette: (unintEllligible} see it 
33 
34 · Unidentified Officer: you can have that one too if you'd like
35 
36 **************************************** end of rec.ord i ng *********************************·*******

37 

38 Transcribed by Lisa Gamarra 
39 For Grafton County Attorney's Office 
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GCAO Case Number: 211-2016-CR-0408 / MVl-0045 
Interview Date: May 16, 2016 
Transcription Date: September 21, 2017 

1 Unidentified Officer: (unintelligible) 
2 David Vincelette: OK this is this is from from my deed 
3 

4 Unidentified Officer: yes sir (unintelligible) 
5 David Vincelette: (unintelligible} has a legal obligation at a minimum (unintelligible) 
6 reasonably (unintelligible) public to access (unintelligible} emergency vehicles to enter 
7 and (unintelligible) exit the property see something see something wrong over there 
8 (unintelligible) allowed to do OK doesn't say anything about they're allowed to bring 
9 vehicles down here it's a nature trail they're not allowed to have vehicles down here 

1 o unless those two things 
11 
12 Unidentified Officer: (unintelligible) 
13 David Vincelette: maintain a right-of-way to the extent necessary ( unintemgible) the 
14 public, the public drives I mean the public walks I'm the only person driving it's my land 
15 down in the middle so I can drive (unintelligible) otherwise it's a nature (unintelligible) I 
16 don't let anybody drive on it cars buses trucks nothing nobody comes down here unless 
17 I say so 'cause it's my it's my deeded right-of-way they have a right to come down ju- for 
18 those two reasons to maintain it so people can walk through 
19 
20 Unidentified Officer: but the judge ordered based on all the information that all the 
21 property that needs to be removed from the town trail 
22 David Vincelette: he said they can't 
23 

24 Unidentified Officer: (unintelligible) 
25 David Vincelette: he didn't say they could do it with vehicles 
26 

27 Unidentified Officer: OK well (unintelligible) how else would you expect them to 
28 remove it? 
29 David Vincelette: I don't expect them to remove it they expect to remove it. They 
30 expect to break the law and to remove it (unintelligible) 
31 

32 Unidentified Person: (unintelligible) 
33 David Vincelette: they don't have they they don't have the right (unintelligible) so how 
34 they can have the right to remove my stuff with vehicles the court says they can they 
35 can stop the the blocking of a road that's (unintelligible) it doesn't say they can go pick 
36 up my stuff 
37 

38 Unidentified Officer: no it says (unintelligible) it says 
39 Unidentified Person: Dave Dave are you telling me you're not gonna allow me to 
40 pick the stuff up 
41 David Vincelette: yup 
42 
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I Unidentified Person: (unintelligible) 
2 David Vincelette.: good then goodbye I told you that last fall 
3 
4 Unidentified Person: if you if you hold o- hold o- I want to hear what it says 'cause I 
5 just asked the question 
6 Unidentified Person: if you are not going to allow us to pick this stuff up you're gonna 
7 get in front of us to do that it's not worth getting you upset and me upset so 
8 David Vincel.ette: you already have got me ev- why didn't you call me before you 
9 came 

10 
11 Unidentified Person: I just got (unintelligible) that's all if you say you're blocking us 
12 (unintelligible) we'll move 
13 David Vincelette: did you why didn't you call me why didn'.t you call me before you 
14 came Mike Mike why didn't you call me before you came 
15 
16 Unidentified Person: uh I've never called you 
17 Unidentified Officer: we knocked on your door sir 
18 David Vincelette: previously the police had always notified me if someone was coming 
19 down 
20 
21 Unidentified Officer: I knocked on your door about an hour and a half ago 
22 David Vincelette: did you drive down 
23 
24 Unidentified Officer: I waited there and I (unintelligible) 
25 Unidentified Person: (unintelligible) what was the outcome of that 
26 David Vincelette: (unintelligible) 
27 
28 Unidentified Officer: I figured you do I figured I would (unintelligible) 
29 David Vincelette: it's a private driveway 
30 

31 Unidentified Officer: it's a right-of-way (unintelligible) 
32 Unidentified Person: I'd like to come down here with a truck and just clean this up 
33 
34 Unidentified Person: yeah yeah I think I think that'd be a great idea 
35 David Vincelette: you're required by the deed to post a sign out there no vehicles they 
36 don't do it so now you can say you didn't .know that's the way they do it. The police 
37 come down here all the time they're not allowed to come down they come down all the 
38 time you come down here you're not allowed to come down you come down 
39 
40 Unidentified Person: Dave 
41 David Vince.lette: s- a-any they they've made it so that anybody can come down 
42 (unintelligible) they can have a right to come down 
43 
44 Unidentified Person: Dave 
45 David Vincelette.: but I can't be here What 
46 
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1 Unidentified Pers.on: Dave I'm assuming you're blocking me I'm pulling these guys out 
2 I.don't need you upset um we'ffgive you (unintelligible)
3 David Vincelette: oh you're not you're not trying to upset me that's a good one 
4 

5 Unidentified Person: (unintelligible) then We'll have to come back down at some point 
6 (unintelligible) 
7 David Vincelette: you're not coming down (unintelligible) 
8 

9 Unidentified Person: (unintelligible) well they're leaving for right now 
l 0 David Vincelette: yeah they're leaving for now 
11 

12 Unidentified Person: they're leaving right now 
D David Vincelette: oh yeah yup (unintelligible) I want to get that wood back 
14 (unintelligible) 
15 

16 Unidentified Person: well let's get through this first procedure and then we'll we'll 
17 (unintelligible) 
18 David Vincelette: j-just get out of here that'd be the first (unintelligible) 
19 

20 Unidentified Person: OK all right .all right uh we'll (unintelligible) 
21 David Vincelette: OK have a good day go fuck with somebody else next time 
22 (unintelligible) nothing to do (unintelligible) all you 
23 

24 Unidentified Person: you didn't ?1nswer me Dave 
25 David Vincelette: what Was the question 
26 

27 Unidentified Person: you're not gonna allow me to take any more stuff out with my 
28 mach- with my machinery 
29 David Vincelette: I've told you ten time- no no no no no machinery's down here unless 
30 it follows the deed and it either has to be for an emergency 
31 

32 Unidentified Person: yup yup OK I'm with ya I'm with ya 
33 David Vincelette: OK or it has to that's just the deed I didn'tcre<'lte the deed 
34 

35 · Unidentified Person: just I understand neither did I 
36 David Vincelette: ar- you you're you are in vio- you're not you're involved in the deed 
37 though 
38 

39 Unidentified Person: OK 
40 David Vincelette: you just don't follow it OK 
41 

42 Unidentified Person: OK I'm just saying according to the deed 
43 David Vincelette: you nee- I'll get you your own copy 
44 
45 

46 
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1 Unidentified Person: yeah 
2 David Vincelette: I've given it to everybody el.se in the town I would have thought they 
3 would have passed it on to you 
4 
5 Unidentified Person: yup yup 
6 David Vincelette: beca- and plus the fact that I've told you all of this last time you 
7 were here 
8 

9 Unidentified Person: uh 
10 David Vincelette: about ten times that you couldn't have vehicle-
11 
12 Unidentified Person: (unintelligible) the deed 
13 David Vincelette: yes yes yes yes I told you everything 
14 
15 Unidentified Person: but my point is 11 want to go hoine 
16 David Vincelette: and the the point is I want you to go home Mike 
17 
18 Unidentified Person: so you're not allowing me to take any more stuff 
19 David Vincelette: and the ne- the ne- and my next point is before you come as a favor 
20 to me 
21 
22 Unidentified Person: yup 
23 David Vincelette: let me know next time 
24 
25 Unidentified Person: well I had those guys (unintelligible) 
26 David Vincelette: because I'm gonna be out here waiting for you 
27 
28 Unidentified Person: yeah 
29 David Vincelette: trust me I'll be out here waiting for you 
30 
31 Unidentified Person: OK well that's good, that's good 
32 David Vincelette: yeah and we're gonna a-and you're I'm gonna be sending some 
33 mail soon 
34 
35 Unidentified Person: so you're not gonna allow me to take any more with the 
36 equipment that's the point and then I can 
37 David Vincelette: yeah 
38 
39 Unidentified Person: leave 
40 David Vincelette: I've told you a hundred times you can come down anytime you want 
41 take anything you want 
42 
43 Unidentified Person: but not with equipment 
44 David. Vincelette: no equipment, just look at the deed 
45 
46 
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I Unidentified Person: all right OK 
2 David Vincelette; read the deed Mike 
3 
4 Unidentified Person: bring the deed (unintelligible) 
5 David Vincelette: it's in Engli- it's in English somebody can read it to you if necessary 
6 
7 Unidentified Person: yeah yup uh I'm sure all right thanks Dave 
8 David Vincelette: yeah. And I'm gonna see every one of you guys in court 'cause 
9 he's got all your pictures I'm gonna get a ll your names and then we're gonna have a 

10 discussion of what you knew wheh so you can you can you can a- you can be part of 
11 the lawsuit(unintelligible) reparations to this town for putting you in a position 
12 (unintelligible) got to do illegal stuff 
13 
14 Unidentified Person: leave the guys alone 
15 David Vincelette: you leave you're the one who (unintelligible) you're the one who 
16 involved in a conspiracy 
17 
18 Unidentified Person: I (untntelligible) 
19 David Vincelette: yeah you do understand every one of these guys you are 
20 responsible for what they've done criminally OK and I already have guys on tape on the 
21 record saying that they're dumping this stuff for years and years and nobody's told 'em 
22 they couldn't do it. And L&M has already admitted what they know about it. Yo.u're 
23 fucked Mike. How long h.ave you been fucking (unintelligible) you don't know anything 
24 huh (unintelligible) all these public servants (unintelligible) don't be asking later 
25 (unintelligible)you .all should be able to find the way this way there you go come little 
26 piggy come little piggy whoo (unintelligible) with somebody else make sure you got 'em 
27 all everybody get a head count maybe they should hold hands on the way up these lost 
28 little children they need a leader Mike they1need .a leader 
29 

30 Unidentified Person: yup we're headed 
31 David Vincelette: somebody who doesn't break the law somebody lead 'em uh not 
32 astray Mike somebody to lead 'em forward get your little get your little machine out of 
33 here that you (unintelligible) bully people with that's a nice little machine (unintelligible) 
34 get out of here (unintelligible) woo get the fuck out of here you guys can go too you got 
35 no (unintelligible) vehicles out of here next time have the decency to to- come to me find 
36 me before you have somebody come down and oversee the destroying of my property 
37 the stealing my stuff by crimina ls like this will show up on somebody's doorstep and 
38 start stealing their stuff and the sheriff does nothing but take a fucking picture of it what 
39 the fuck .is going on with this country you all should be ashamed fuckin' 
40 unfuckingbelievable we got fuckin' three policemen and a paid fuckin' criminal down 
41 here fuckin' with homeless people with fuckin' machinery hide your head in sha- you will 
42 never publish that photo l guarantee it'll be lost I guarantee it you doh'! have the balls to 
43 print that. (unintelligible) 
44 
45 

46 
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1 Unidentified Person: they're still piling right up (unintelligible) 
2 Unidentified Officer: clear to stop? 
3 
4 Unidentified Officer: yeah 
5 
6 ****************************************end of recording **************************"J:-J<************ 
7 

8 Transcribed by Lisa Gamarra 
9 For Grafton County Attorney's Office 
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